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Abstract

This paper studies the market microstructure of pre-industrial Europe. In particu-

lar we investigate the institution of the broker in markets and fairs, and develop a

unique data set of approximately 1100 sets of brokerage rules in 42 merchant towns

in Central and Western Europe from the late 13th to the end of the 17th century. We

show that towns implemented brokerage as an e¢ cient matchmaking institution in

a two-sided market problem. Furthermore, towns di¤erentiated seller-friendly from

buyer-friendlier matching mechanisms. We show that the decision to implement

matchmaking mechanisms, and whether these mechanisms would be buyer- or seller

friendly, depends on the products in question and the stated policy goals of the town,

as well as time and geographic variables.

Keywords: preindustrial markets, market microstructure, e¢ cient matching
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1 Introduction

Late medieval Europe was characterized by a revival of inter-regional trade (Lopez

1976). Merchants traveled from their home towns to other cities to sell and buy

goods. Beginning in the Late Middle Ages, this rise of long distance trade contributed

to increased urbanization rates and the growth of merchant cities �starting in the

Mediterranean area at the beginning of the 11th century, and north of the Alps in

Central and Western Europe about a century later (Bairoch et al. 1988).

The rise in the exchange of goods created a need for institutions which would

match the supply of goods by foreign merchants with the local demand(Verlinden

1971). A merchant entering a foreign city had to �nd buyers interested in the speci�c

type and quality of goods he carried. But the process of searching and matching

is accompanied by a problem of strategic interaction between buyers and sellers. A

merchant wanting to sell at the highest possible price has an incentive to overrepresent

the cost of the goods or the prices he is willing to accept. Similarly, buyers have an

incentive to underreport their maximum willingness to pay. Each is motivated by

the hope of receiving a higher share of the surplus being generated by trade. Since

foreign merchants had only limited time available to search, bargain and transact,

information asymmetry and strategic behaviour could lead to mismatches between

buyers and sellers. The consequence of such mismatches is a reduction in the gains

from trade, or a loss in welfare.

In response to these problems, towns began to experiment with market making

activities or, more generally speaking, with various allocation and market clearing

mechanisms. These included regulations on bilateral bargaining; intermediation; spot

markets; and auctions. One important element was the introduction of licensed bro-

kers for di¤erent wholesale and factor products in most of Europe�s merchant cities.

Brokers were instrumental in the process of searching and matching, especially be-

tween foreign sellers and the retailers and craftsmen who made up the local demand.

In this paper, we examine the details of how brokers were introduced and regulated

during this early phase of pre-industrial city growth, from the 13th to the 17th century.

The questions we ask: Is there a general pattern, or did brokerage in each city follow

its own context-speci�c evolution? What brokerage mechanisms were used? What

were the welfare properties of these mechanisms, and how did they divide the gains

from trade among buyers and sellers? Were their properties linked to the stated policy
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goals of the merchant cities? And �nally, based on this market design analysis, does

this help to explain why early capitalistic Europe developed so well?

Economic and legal historians who have studied brokerage in this period have

focused on descriptive case studies of individual towns � for example Gilliodts-van

Severen 1881, Ehrenberg 1884, Frensdorf 1901, Toebelmann 1911, Schmieder 1937,

and Schubert 1962.1 Their contribution is the discovery of the �rst source material

and the identi�cation of individual regulations. Their focus was on an all-embracing

historical identi�cation of brokerage. From an economic point of view they identi�ed

brokerage as a multifunctional institution which performed commercial intermedia-

tion, certi�cation of the quality of goods, tax collection for the town, and the nota-

rization of deals. A comprehensive quantitative analysis of the evolution of brokerage

so far is missing, as is a formal institutional incentive analysis or an evaluation of

brokerage as a form of market design. Scholars of medieval market mechanisms have

tended to focus on the monopoly power of guilds on local retail and export markets

(Swanson 1988, Munro 1990, Hickson and Thompson 1991; Epstein 1998; Richardson

2003). Their main �ndings are that monopoly power of guilds was rather limited; al-

though some guilds had limited monopolies on good production in their home towns,

the selling on local markets was competitive, and exchange of products between towns

was open and led to competition. This was true both for raw and �nished products

in regional and long distance trade. Another line of research by Avner Greif and

others (Greif 1993, 1994, 2002; Greif et al. 1994) has examined the institutions that

enabled credit transactions and impersonal exchange on medieval markets. The key

issue in this line of research is overcoming the commitment problem among groups

of merchants in long distance trade. Solving this commitment problem is a necessary

precondition for the marketmaking activities considered in this study.

Analysis of intermediaries has a long tradition in market microstructure theory.

Spulber (1996) concludes that intermediaries improve the welfare of consumers and

suppliers by reducing or eliminating the uncertainty associated with searching for

a satisfactory match. Transactions with recognized centralized intermediaries can

supplant decentralized search and bargaining, so that customers and suppliers avoid

the costs of decentralized search. In addition, trading through a broker may o¤er

�high-value�traders a greater chance of trading and more favorable expected prices.

1For a survey of some of the �ndings of the early literature see van Houtte (1936). For a synthesis
of these �ndings for some Dutch towns see Gelderbloom (2009).
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Gehrig (1993), Yavas (1994), and Neeman and Vulkan (2005) present models where

buyers and sellers choose between using a centralized intermediary or trading through

decentralized search and one-on-one negotiations. In both papers, traders with the

highest gains from trade (buyers with high willingness to pay and sellers with low

costs) prefer trading through the centralized mechanism, as they receive more favor-

able prices on average. Rust and Hall (2003) present a similar model of entry by

pro�t-seeking market makers into a market relying on decentralized trade via middle-

men; in their model, the market maker must publicly post bid and ask prices, allowing

the decentralized middlemen to undercut them. Their results are similar to Gehrig:

high-gains-from-trade traders transact through the market maker, and intermediate-

gains-from-trade traders use decentralized search. Yavas (1992) considers brokers�

choice of whether to act as matchmakers (pairing buyers to sellers) or marketmakers

(explicitly buying and selling goods). He �nds that if search is e¢ cient and cost-

less, intermediaries prefer market making; if search is cost-intensive and ine¢ cient,

intermediaries instead opt for matchmaking.

Another line of research has concentrated on the explicit modeling of market-

clearing mechanisms and algorithms in two-sided matching markets (Roth and So-

tomayor 1990; Roth and Rothblum 1999; Roth 2008: Niederle and Roth 2003; Yavas

1994). Roth and others argue that centralized markets or clearinghouses can be wel-

fare improving and e¢ cient. However to be so they must create su¢ cient market

thickness, overcome problems of congestion which can come up in thick markets with

many alternative transaction options, and minimize strategic behaviour of agents

participating in the mechanism. Both congestion and strategic behaviour can lead to

mismatches and welfare loss. This in turn can reduce the interest of individuals to par-

ticipate in a clearinghouse, which again reduces market thickness. Thus the solution

is to �nd centralized clearing mechanisms which create e¢ cient matches. Separate

from this strand of literature, Yavas (1994) has looked into di¤erent forms of inter-

mediation and �nds di¤erent matching outcomes based on di¤erent intermediation

designs and compensation structures.

This paper focuses on the analysis of actual mechanisms used historically to match

buyers to sellers, and on the strategic behavior of the merchants and brokers involved.

Thus we follow the second strand of theory literature which deals with the implemen-

tation and market microstructure of centralized clearinghouse mechanisms.

The hypothesis advanced in this paper is that merchant cities implemented bro-
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kerage to increase the combined welfare of the local demand and foreign supply sides

of the market. This was done by giving brokers incentives to create matches (based

on the reported preferences of the merchants). In addition, the regulations were im-

plemented in such a way to minimize the strategic behavior of merchants, which in

turn could lead to mismatches and welfare loss. We show that towns di¤erentiated be-

tween seller-friendly and buyer-friendlier matching mechanisms: in the seller-friendly

mechanism, the broker had an incentive to give more surplus to the seller; in the

buyer-friendlier mechanism, a broker was free to choose how he would split the sur-

plus between the matching pair of merchants.2 The implementation of seller-friendly

mechanisms made markets attractive to foreign sellers and reduced the seller�s incen-

tive to strategically misrepresent his preferences. Buyer-friendlier mechanisms were

more attractive for the local buyers, but increased the strategic behavior of the sellers.

Since the broker normally came from the local demand side, the information asym-

metry was strong between the foreign seller side and the broker, and not between

the local buyer side and the local broker. Towns therefore faced a trade-o¤ between

giving more surplus to the foreign sellers, reducing the strategic behavior of the for-

eign sellers and thus increasing the aggregate welfare, or giving more surplus to the

local buyers, but increasing the likelihood of strategic behavior and reducing aggre-

gate welfare. Whether a town implemented a brokerage mechanism at all, and if so

whether it was buyer- or seller-friendlier, can be partly explained as a function of the

product market in question and the complementary policy goals stated in the town�s

regulations. Time and geographical e¤ects also help to explain the implementation

decision.

To achieve this conclusion, in the �rst step we created a data set of 1,106 sets

of regulations from 42 towns in Central and Western Europe from the late 13th to

the end of the 17th century. We identify and focus on particular combinations of

regulations found in many cities over these four centuries. We show that merchant

towns implemented brokerage as a product-speci�c centralized matchmaking function.

In the second step, we take these regulations and place them into the framework of

a two-sided matching model. We follow here a modeling tradition established by

Roth and Sotomayor (1990) and others. We examine the incentives of the brokers

in how they match buyers and sellers, and the strategic behavior of the merchants

2This is why we call the mechanism buyer-friendlier, because it is relatively buyer-friendlier
compared to the seller-friendly mechanism.
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who interact with the brokers. This way we derive the equilibrium results for the

identi�ed mechanisms. In the third step, we run binary logit regressions where we

take the matchmaking designs found as dependent variables; as the main explanatory

variables we take the product in question and the policy goals stated in the town�s

regulations. In addition, we control for time, geography, and city size. Finally, we

discuss the theoretical predictions and empirical results in their historical context.

This three-step methodology applied is based on Greif (1993, 2006), and Greif and

others (1994). Our analysis extends the third step of this approach by generating

econometric quanti�cation �rst, and then going beyond discussing single case studies

in the historical context.

This paper contributes in three ways. First, it o¤ers a comprehensive study of

brokerage in Europe from the Late Medieval to the Early Modern period. It reveals

the evolution of market microstructure in pre-industrial Europe. Second, by applying

matching theory, we shed light on the strategic interaction of the agents transacting

through brokers, and therefore on the functioning and role of brokerage as a market-

clearing mechanism. This way we can show how market designers in the past solved

incentive problems and created e¢ cient market platforms. Finally, we can contribute

to the debate on pre-industrial growth and the �rst divergence of Europe (Pomeranz

2002). We can show that Late Medieval and Early Modern merchant cities in the area

of investigation created surprisingly homogeneous formal institutional solutions to in-

centive problems and implemented welfare-generating market designs. In this way, an

important part of the institutional foundation was laid, which made the pre-industrial

growth of the early modern city possible. This underscores the importance of formal

institutions for further economic expansion and growth (North 1981; Acemoglu et al.

2005; Greif 2006).

This paper focuses on the institution of brokerage and its welfare and policy

properties. The question why we �nd this and not other forms of intermediaries

or (de)centralized trade must be left for analysis in a separate paper. In addition,

questions of the evolution of the mechanisms found and detailed learning behavior of

towns in the historical context must be studied elsewhere. Finally, the role of other

economic aspects of brokerage such as certi�cation, notarization, or tax collection,

must be studied in another paper.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the

historical environment and the informational problem that merchants faced. Chapter
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3 discusses the data found, that is, the brokerage regulations that merchant cities

implemented. Chapter 4 presents a formal institutional analysis: it looks into the

incentive problem of the broker and the merchants and predicts outcomes based on

the regulations in place. Chapter 5 undertakes an empirical analysis and discusses how

the empirical and theoretical outcomes of the model relate to the observed historical

market context.

2 City growth, Trade, and Information Asymme-

try

The sample of brokerage regulations analyzed in this paper is a comprehensive source

investigation which covers most data available from the late 13th to the 17th century

in Central andWestern Europe north of the Alps.3 The map in �gure 1 shows in which

cities brokerage regulations can be documented.4 This captures the most important

merchant cities, including Amsterdam, Antwerp, Augsburg, Brugge, Cologne, Danzig,

Frankfurt, Hamburg, Leipzig, and Strasbourg.

Let us �rst describe the historical environment of these cities in their broader

economic historical context. At the beginning of the 11th century, Europe entered a

period of economic expansion and population growth. This started in the Mediter-

ranean area and later spread north of the Alps during the 12th and 13th centuries.

The population growth was strongly interlinked with the foundation of towns and

increasing urbanization (Bairoch 1988). Among the cities north of the Alps in our

3No sources before the late 13th century have been preserved. More data is available from the
18th century, but we chose to focus on the earlier period.

4The sources are compiled of edited and non edited sources based on several thousand pages
of source material, which have been translated and analyzed by us from di¤erent mainly medieval
Germanic dialects. The geographic area of investigation is broadly the German Reich within its 1550
boarders north of the Alps. We analyzed all edited sources available for the period of investigation
and complemenetary archivial material, which was mentioned in the edited documents or secondary
literature. Additionally, we checked for documented archival material in all cities in the area of
investigation mentioned in Bairoch et al. 1988. Whereas the material is to the best of our knowledge
rather complete (relative to what has been preserved) until the beginning of the 17th century, there
is likely more material available in archives in particular for the second half of the 17th century.
The composition of our sample of brokerage regulations re�ects the survival and accessability of the
sources, not a conscious selection on other bases.
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sample which contributed to this early growth were Augsburg, Brugge, Cologne, and

Ypres, which by 1300 already had tens of thousands of inhabitants. However, most

cities, for example Frankfurt, Danzig, and Leipzig, were smaller and grew from a few

thousand to a comparable size only later during the 15th and 16th century. This phase

of growth was only brie�y interrupted by the outbreak of the Black Death around

1340, which led to a temporary decline of the population; population growth regained

its momentum again during the 15th and 16th centuries. The increase in urbanization

was caused by the so-called Commercial Revolution, which was an intensi�cation of

trade among di¤erent regions of Europe (Lopez 1976). This comprised not only trade

within the Mediterranean and Baltic/ North Sea area but also continental land trade

between northern and southern Europe. With the discovery of the New World, the

transatlantic trade started to become relevant during the 16th and in particular the

17th century. Western areas, and especially towns with access to transatlantic trade,

grew even more rapidly (Bairoch 1988, Bairoch et al. 1988, Acemoglou 2005). The

cities in our sample which pro�ted most were Dutch cities, most notably Amsterdam

but also the German cities of Hamburg and Bremen.

The driving force of city growth was the expansion of interregional long distance

trade, whereby merchants traveled to foreign cities to trade goods. In this way, a

large variety of di¤erent products of heterogeneous qualities was traded: textiles and

clothing products, dyes and spices, basic foodstu¤s like grain, �sh or wine, and �nally

construction materials and metals (Postan 1965, pp. 168-178, Kellenbenz and Walter

1986, p. 867¤., Kellenbenz 1986, pp. 262-71).

Due to the ongoing population growth of cities and the variety of products traded,

arriving merchants were faced with strong information asymmetry about their poten-

tial trading partners. Given the value of information, then, we would expect a sort of

market for information to arise. This could take the form of a variety of institutional

solutions to solve the information problems. Indeed, we do observe a multiplicity of

institutions evolving during the Late Middle Ages to serve these needs. The most

important are intermediation in the form of brokerage and the organization of spot

markets (including warehouses). Both of these were organized and tightly controlled

by the town o¢ cials of the merchant cities. In this paper, we focus on brokerage; the

organization of spot markets and warehouses must be left for another study.5

5No systematic study exists which discusses the development of spot markets or warehouses.
Some single case studies exist which deal with some aspects of the market microstructure of sin-
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Another institution we might expect to arise are auctions. However, auctions were

rare through much of the period and areas we investigate, and begin to play a more

important role as clearing mechanisms only at the start of the 17th century.

Another potential solution we would expect is for traveling merchants to start

having partnerships, where one partner is permanent in a foreign city. Such partner-

ships developed only gradually with the evolution of the �rst �rms (de Roover 1971,

pp. 70 ¤.; Hunt and Murray 1999, Boerner and Ritschl 2009). Such branches can be

found only in a few cities in the area of our investigation, and more frequently during

the end of the investigation. Examples could be found for some factories of Italian

�rms during the 14th and 15th century in Brugges, or branches of south German �rms

as the Fugger Company during the 15th and 16th centuries in Antwerp (de Roover

1965, Kellenbenz 1990, Schneider 1989). These companies provided information �ow

based on internal postal services.6

Public price information of goods traded was also not available. Although informal

lists circulated earlier, the �rst public market price lists were not available before the

end of the 16th and early 17th centuries for some selected goods, which were produced

by the brokers based on their experiences during the previous trading week (McCusker

and Gravensteijn 1991).

Before we go into a more systematic analysis of the organization of brokerage, we

discuss some stylized facts about brokerage. The broker typically served as an inter-

mediary between foreigners and locals; intermediation between foreigners and foreign-

ers developed only gradually, in particular during fairs. Brokers primarily matched

foreign sellers with the local demand side in the form of retailers and craftsmen.

(Foreign merchants who came to a town to buy typically relied on other institutions.)

Local sellers often ran common warehouses or grouped their stalls or selling locations

on the same street or square, so that foreigners knew exactly were to �nd a particular

product genre.7

gle individual towns, for example see Reyerson (2002) for a case study of medieval Montpellier or
Kuske(1913) for Cologne. Another line of research on the aggregate level by Cantoni and Yuchtmann
(2009) provides evidence on the importance of market making activities by showing the complemen-
tary evolution of foundations of towns and the granting of market rights to these places by local
dukes.

6Public messenger services served information �ow between town o¢ cials and did not carry
business information (Gerteis 1989).

7For example see the example of Cologne (Kuske 1913). Product grouping could also sometimes
be found by foreign sellers during fair times: for Frankfurt see Brübach (1994) and Rothmann (1998).
However, a comparative analysis of di¤erent institutional solutions so far is missing.
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The existence of informational asymmetry and the potential strategic use of in-

formation was well understood at the time, and is well documented in various towns�

brokerage regulations. Regulations required brokers to be silent about price informa-

tion and the preferences of merchants related to prices. They were not allowed to

inform buyers or sellers about earlier price formation �for example, the broker could

not tell a buyer the price the same seller had charged in an earlier deal. The broker

was also not allowed to inform the buyer if the seller was in a hurry to sell his goods,

nor tell the seller if the potential buyer was rich or poor. Clear examples of such

statements can be found in brokerage rules from Frankfurt 1406 and 1465 (Buecher,

pp. 211¤. and 213¤.) or Cologne in 1427 (Stein II, p.235). From these sources we

can clearly see that informational asymmetry was known to exist, and that there

was space for strategic behavior. If a seller learned from a broker that a buyer could

a¤ord to pay a high price, he would have a stronger incentive to overreport his own

reservation value; if a buyer learned about past prices, or that the seller needed to

sell his goods quickly, he could understate his own willingness to pay. The brokerage

regulations from Schlettstadt from the early 16th century gave exactly this second

reason for ordering the broker�s silence (Geny 1902, p. 988-9). Furthermore, there is

plenty of evidence that brokers could potentially have used their knowledge to make

private deals, which was therefore generally forbidden. We will elaborate on this type

of regulation in detail in the next section. The importance of this last point is nicely

documented in a letter from the Hanseatic League to Brugge in 1438. Merchants from

the Hanseatic League had earlier left Brugge, and were negotiating over returning to

Brugge to do business. Among other demands, they wrote that they only would come

back if the city could guarantee that brokers did no private business for themselves

(Hoehlbaum et al. 1876-1939, Hansisches Urkundenbuch, VII n. 389 § 5).

The importance and conscious implementation of brokerage regulations can be

documented in many sources, which reveal not only regulations and related policy

goals, but also re�ections about the regulations put into practice. In one source

from Cologne, an expert probably ordered by the city of Cologne evaluates di¤erent

market making activities and regulations, including brokerage regulations. The report

concludes that the brokerage regulations in use are good and should be kept (Stein

II, 1893-5, pp. 565f.). Towns also consulted other cities about the use of brokerage

regulations. Leipzig, a city which only started growing during the 15th and 16th

century, asked Frankfurt and probably other cities for advice on brokerage regulations
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in 1613. Frankfurt replied and sent their regulations to Leipzig, and also referred to

brokerage activities in Cologne, Hamburg, and Nuremberg (Moltke 1937 p. 15f.).

3 Brokerage regulations

3.1 Origin, City Size and Product Genres

Let us in a �rst step describe when and where the �rst brokerage regulations could

be found. Figure 2 shows the year in which the �rst regulations were documented

in each city, along with the population of the city at that time. Most cities had be-

tween 5,000 and 20,000 inhabitants when the regulations were �rst documented. The

exception is the early period, where towns were larger than average when brokerage

rules were �rst documented; this is likely because earlier sources are missing. Towns

like Brugges, with 40,000 inhabitants, very likely had brokers already before 1252.

However from later periods where more documents have been preserved, towns were

smaller when they �rst appear in our data. For example, around 1349 Frankfurt had

13,000 inhabitants, and around 1495, Amsterdam had approximately 15,000 inhabi-

tants. Once regulations were enacted, recurring records can be documented in which

continuous source material could be found. Nonrecurring observations can mainly be

shown for small or non-growing towns.

Next, we describe the goods for which brokerage regulations can be found. Of

the 42 cities for which we found regulations, we have information from 34 about the

products for which brokers were used. Table 1 shows product categories which were

found in at least one-third of these cities. Most frequent were regulations for �sh,

raw textile, cloth, wine and beer, oil and fat, �nancial products, fur and skin, metals,

spices, grain, horses and property. All categories in Table 1 could be found before

1300 in the regulations from Brugge (in 1252) and/or Augsburg (in 1276). This was

still the case during the 17th century, for example in the documents from Amsterdam

or Hamburg. What changes are the speci�c products found. For example, in the

category of �nancial products, the number of regulations about bills of exchange

increased over time, and stocks appear for the �rst time in Amsterdam (in 1623) and

Hamburg (in 1643).8

8A comprehensive mapping of the evolution of all products would be beyond the scope of this
paper and must be studied separately.
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3.2 Regulations

What regulations were implemented? Towns used brokerage as a centralized clear-

inghouse: a small number of licensed brokers had the exclusive right to match buyers

and sellers. Other forms of intermediation were in general not allowed.9 With a few

exceptions, merchants were generally free to use a broker or to search on their own for

trading partners. We code brokers having the exclusive right to act as intermediaries

as only_brokers, and the cases where merchants were required to use a broker as

forced_brokerage; Table 2 shows how frequently each of these regulations appear in

the data. A broker was licensed for a speci�c product genre: for example, in Cologne

in 1407 we �nd three brokers for wood. Towns limited the number of brokers in each

product genre to a few. In some cases, when there were more brokers, towns forced

brokers to share the gains equally. (For example, in regulations from 1407 and 1427,

the wood brokers from Cologne had to share pro�ts.) Brokers usually came from the

local demand side; only in exceptional cases did the documents reveal that foreign

merchants could bring their own brokers.10

How were brokers compensated? Brokers were not allowed to buy and sell on their

own behalf or to participate in the business in any other way; they could only facilitate

trades between other buyers and sellers. Their fees came out of the price paid in the

transaction, and only after the proposed sale was approved by the merchants and

the transaction was completed. The basis for calculating this fee varied. The most

common was a �xed fee per unit traded, for example a �xed fee per barrel of wine,

which we code as unit_fees. Also common were fees which depended on the price

paid. These were most commonly a simple percentage of the transaction price, but

were sometimes nonlinear or step functions. We code all of these as value_fees. When

brokers were prohibited from conducting private business, we code this regulation as

private_business_constraint. Table 2 shows the appearance of each of these rules in

the regulations.

Although the observed sources are somewhat fragmentary, we can still document

not only individual regulations, but also combinations of regulations that often ap-

peared together. Many towns implemented a dominant design where they only gave a

9In some early sources it can be documented that brokers had to share this privilege with innkeep-
ers, for example in Brugges (Gilliodts 1881); but there is no such general pattern recognizable in the
sources investigated.
10For example, during the fairs in Frankfurt (Schubert 1962)
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few licensed brokers the matchmaking right; these brokers did not have a right to con-

duct private transactions; merchants were free to use the matching service or transact

on their own without a broker; and brokers were compensated with predetermined

�xed fees, either unit fees or value fees as discussed above. We code these combinations

of regulations as matchmaking_with_unit_fees and matchmaking_with_value_fees,

respectively.

In a smaller number of towns, brokers were not prohibited from conducting private

business on their own behalf, but the other regulations were the same �brokerage was

limited to a small number of licensed brokers, merchants could choose whether to use a

broker, and brokers received �xed unit or value fees. We code this combination of rules

as matchmaking_without_private_business_constraint. While this combination of

rules has a �avor of intermediaries who act as market makers (i.e., brokers would

have acted as re-sellers on a permanent basis), no such activity can explicitly be

documented from the sources.

In another, less common combination of rules, merchants were required to use

a matchmaking broker, while the other regulations (only licensed brokers, no pri-

vate business, and �xed unit or value fees) remained the same; we code these as

forced_matchmaking. Even less common were regulations which did not specify a

�xed level of fees (matchmaking_without_�xed_fees), or regulations in which we

could not document that brokers had to be licensed (matchmaking_without_licensing),

but where the other dominant rules remained the same.

For 470 observations, representing 42 towns, we observed one of these six com-

binations of regulations; Figure 3 shows the number of times each combination was

observed. (The most common sets of rules were matchmaking_with_unit_fees and

matchmaking_with_value_fees, which account for 44% and 23%, respectively, of

these 470 observations.)

3.3 Policy Goals

What motivated the towns to regulate intermediation? Many towns explained their

intentions with short policy statements. Most of these policy statements were based

around one of �ve broad goals:

� To promote and facilitate trade
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� To reduce damage in trade for the merchants

� To bene�t the town

� To bene�t the citizens

� To ensure equal treatment of all merchants (locals and foreigners, rich and poor)
by brokers

None of these explanations came with more detailed elaboration. Table 2 shows

how many times each of these explanations appeared in the regulations we found. (We

code these �ve arguments as promote_facilitate_trade, create_order_reduce_damage,

utility_citizens, utility_town, and equal_treatment.) To ful�ll these purposes, towns

most often implemented brokerage as a matchmaking clearinghouse which merchants

were free (but not required) to use, and for which they had to pay a predetermined

unit or per value fee only for a successful match.

For each set of regulations, we can ask the questions: How do these regulations

in�uence the brokers to match buyers and sellers? Do the brokers have an incentive

to create welfare-e¢ cient matches? How do the sellers and buyers behave, given

the brokerage mechanism in place? Do they have an incentive to participate in the

centralized matching mechanism; will they act strategically; and �nally, will this

in�uence the outcome of the mechanism in form of welfare generation and surplus

division? Given that, are the policy goals stated above better served by one or

another set of regulations; and if so, does this help to explain the regulations chosen

in each city? To answer these questions, we set up a two-sided matching model in

the next section.

4 Matching Model

Next, we introduce a simple strategic model to study the incentives related to bro-

kerage, and their e¤ect on outcomes in the market. We de�ne a stable match, that

is, a set of recommended trades such that no buyer and seller would prefer to go

against the broker�s advice and trade with each other instead. Given a �xed set of

preferences for both buyers and sellers, the set of trades which take place in a stable

match are (generically) unique, but the prices at which these trades occur are not
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uniquely determined. The way that the broker�s compensation is determined may

create an incentive for him to set prices which are more favorable to either buyers

or sellers. The more favorable the broker is perceived to be toward sellers, the less

incentive there is for sellers to strategically misrepresent their preferences (the lowest

price at which they would be willing to sell). We show that overall surplus created

by trade is greater when the broker�s incentives make him favor sellers, and that this

e¤ect is greatest when the variation in buyer preferences is large.

4.1 The Game

Players

There is a set of buyers B = fb1; b2; : : : ; bng; each buyer bi has a demand for a quantity
qi > 0 of some good. (We base this on the historical observation that most buyers in

these wholesale markets were craftsmen or retailers, and were not allowed to resell the

goods on the same market again. Therefore they only bought as much as they could

expect to transform into other valuable goods, or sell as retailers in the upcoming

period until they could buy new goods.)

There is a set of sellers S = fs1; s2; : : : ; smg; each seller sj has a su¢ cient supply
of one type of good. (We abstract from the scenario where goods are in scarce supply.

While such cases doubtless existed, we believe that this was not the general situation.

In Appendix II we argue that with scarce goods, the results would still be similar to

the ones we present here.)

There is one broker, whose job is to facilitate trades.11 We assume that the

broker responds to incentives, but that his payment is small relative to the size of the

trades.12

11As we discussed earlier, brokers in each city were typically limited in number and often required
to work together, so for simplicity we model them as a single entity.
12In fact, we are assuming that the broker�s incentives determine the match that is chosen in the

second stage of the game (explained below), but that the broker�s compensation is small enough to
not e¤ect the payo¤ of either the buyer or the seller. Historically, this argument can be supported
by Gelderbloom (2009), pp. 140f., who concludes that the fees were rather small compared to the
selling price.
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Information

Before the game starts, the broker is assumed to already know the buyers�prefer-

ences.13 As discussed above, brokers normally came from the local demand side; for

example, a wine broker would likely have spent several years working as a local wine

trader or as a host, and could reasonably be expected to know the tastes of the local

buyers.

The sellers know the number of buyers and the quantity that each one demands,

but do not know the preferences of each buyer, only the ex-ante distribution from

which they are drawn. The sellers also know the quality of their own and the other

sellers�goods. (This is based on the fact that merchants with similar goods often

came from the same area and traveled together in caravans. We could alternatively

imagine that sellers could only build expectations about the quality of other sellers,

but we do not model this here.14)

Actions

In Stage I, the sellers each (simultaneously) report a reservation price pj to the broker.

In Stage II, the broker then matches buyers and sellers, and selects a quantity q and

price p at which each trade will occur. (Upon entering a town, sellers historically

would go �rst to the brokers, who inspected the quality of their goods and suggested

prices, which the buyers and sellers were free to accept or reject.)

Payo¤s

Buyer bi gets a payo¤ of vi;j for each unit of the good which he buys from seller sj,

up to his required quantity qi, minus the price he pays. Seller sj values each unsold

unit of his own goods at rj. Therefore if buyer bi buys a quantity q � qi from seller

sj for a price of p per unit, the buyer�s payo¤ is

q (vi;j � p)

and the seller�s payo¤ is

q (p� rj)
13We discuss uncertainty on both sides in Appendix II.
14For a brief discussion of this scenario see Appendix II.
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A player�s payo¤s are additive across all of the deals he is involved in, up to each

buyer�s capacity qi.

Each buyer�s valuation vi;j for each seller�s goods takes the form

vi;j = �j + � (�i;j � �i;0)

where �j is the quality of seller j�s goods; �i;j is an idiosyncratic random term denoting

buyer i�s taste for seller j�s goods; �i;0 is an idiosyncratic term denoting player i�s

outside option (or how badly he needs to �ll his capacity); and � is a parameter

controlling how variable personal tastes are. (When � is small, buyer tastes are

nearly perfectly correlated; when � is large, buyer tastes are very variable.) �j and �

are assumed to be common knowledge; the only private information is the realization

of �i;j for a particular buyer.

We make the technical assumption that �i;0 and �i;j are all independent random

variables drawn from a particular distribution.15

4.2 Stage II Outcomes

Stable Outcomes

We de�ne a match as a pairing of buyers and sellers, with a price and quantity

attached to each pair. Formally, de�ne a match as a function

M : B � S ! <+ �<+

whereM(bi; sj) is the price and quantity of seller sj�s goods to be purchased by buyer

bi, which we denote pi;j and qi;j.

A match is individually rational if

� No buyer or seller regrets any deal he is a part of: for every buyer bi and seller
sj, if qi;j 6= 0 then rj � pi;j � vi;j

� No buyer exceeds his capacity: for every buyer bi,
P

sj2S qi;j � qi
15The distribution is a standard type-I extreme value, or Gumbel distribution. It has a shape

similar to a normal distribution, but is such that calculations are much easier. This is the error
structure which underlies the logit model �see, for example, Anderson, de Palma, and Thisse 1992.
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(Note that a buyer would not be hurt by exceeding his capacity if some of the

goods were free; we can rule out this possibility by assuming that the seller valuations

rj are strictly positive.)

A match is stable if it is individually rational and, in addition, there is no buyer-

seller pair who could both be made strictly better o¤ by trading (or trading more)

with each other. Formally, an individually rational match M is stable if:

� For every buyer bi with
P

sj2S qi;j < qi and every seller sj, vi;j � rj

� For every buyer bi with
P

sj2S qi;j = qi, every seller sj with qi;j > 0, and every

other seller sj0, vi;j0 � rj0 � vi;j � pi;j

(The �rst condition rules out pro�table additional trades for a buyer who is not

�lling his capacity; the second rules out pro�table deviations for a buyer who is �lling

his capacity.)

Since the broker does not know seller preferences and must ask for them, we will

refer below to matches which are stable with respect to the reported preferences, that

is, where the rj terms are the values which the sellers report, not necessarily the true

values.

Fix the buyer preferences (vi;j) and the reported seller preferences (pj). De�ne

s1(bi) = argmax
sj2S

(vi;j � pj)

as the seller who appears to be buyer bi�s �best match�, that is, the seller who creates

the largest surplus (per unit traded) by selling to buyer bi. Let

�1i = max
sj2S

(vi;j � pj)

be the surplus created (per unit) when bi buys from seller s1(bi), and

�2i = max
sj2S�s1(bi)

(vi;j � pj)

the surplus created when bi buys from his second-best match. (In the event that s1(bi)

is not a singleton, �2i = �
1
i . Note that either �

1
i or �

2
i could be negative, indicating

that that buyer could never pro�tably trade with that seller.)
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Theorem 1 Consider the generic situation where for every buyer bi, �1i > �2i and

�1i 6= 0. Then a set of trades is a stable match if and only if for every buyer bi,

� If �1i < 0, bi does not buy anything

� If �1i > 0, bi buys his full capacity qi from seller sj = s1(bi) at some price

p 2
�
pj; pj + �

1
i �maxf0; �2i g

�
Since vi;j are determined randomly and are not known to sellers when the prices pj

are chosen, this �generic�outcome will occur with probability 1. What happens when

v1i = v
2
i , or when v

1
i = 0, will therefore not a¤ect expected payo¤s or equilibrium play

in general.

(Note again that we ignore the broker�s commission, which we assume is small

enough that it does not a¤ect the set of trades which occur.)

Now that we have characterized the stable outcomes, we can consider the incen-

tives facing the brokers, who are paid by the successful match-making.

As noted above, the most common scheme is for brokers to receive a �unit fee,�

a �xed commission for each unit of goods whose sale he facilitates. A corollary of

Theorem 1 is that the broker makes the same commission at every stable match:

Corollary 1 Generically, a broker being paid unit fees is indi¤erent among all of the

stable matches.

This is because, when 0 6= �1i > �2i , buyer bi buys the same quantity of goods (0
if �1i < 0, and qi if �

1
i > 0) at every stable match; if the broker�s fee depends only on

quantities, then it is the same at every stable match.

For a given set of buyer preferences and seller reports, the set of possible stable

matches corresponds to the rectangle

Y
i : �1i>0

�
ps1(bi); ps1(bi) + �

1
i �maxf0; �2i g

�

Under unit fees, the broker�s �favorite�stable match responds to incentives in a very

coarse way: we have shown that a broker receiving unit fees is indi¤erent among
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all of the stable matches. A broker receiving percentage fees, on the other hand,

strictly prefers the highest-price match. This is also true if he receives a non-linear

percentage fee. As for fees which are an increasing step function of the price paid,

which we occasionally observe in the statutes, the broker always prefers to sell to the

next higher price level, where he receives a higher fee. However, once the per-unit fee

is already at its maximum, or cannot be increased further without the price exceeding

the upper bound ps1(bi) + �
1
i � maxf0; �2i g, then the broker is indi¤erent among all

stable matches at that fee level. And of course, a broker who can do private business

has an incentive to buy as cheaply as possible from the seller (as close as possible to

his reported reservation price), and to sell at as high a price as possible to the buyer,

keeping as much surplus as possible for himself.

Broker�s Incentive When Unconstrained By Stability

It is a natural assumption that the broker tries to maximize his commission by select-

ing among the stable matches, since buyers and sellers were generally free to ignore

the broker�s recommendations and �nd their own deals. This would harm the broker,

as customers who declined the suggested match did not have to pay the broker�s fee.

Even if the merchants accepted the deal, but learned later that the match could have

been better, they would be more likely to choose a di¤erent broker, search on their

own, or avoid the town entirely in the future.

However, we should still discuss what would happen if the broker were not con-

strained to choose a stable match, and could select any individually rational match to

maximize his commissions. There are two reasons to rationalize such a case. First, in

a few particular markets for speci�c goods, the broker had a monopoly on the right

to match buyers and sellers. And second, the persistence of the brokerage institution

when its use was optional suggest that the broker had some comparative advantage in

matching buyers to sellers, and we might therefore think he could abuse his position

to some degree without punishment.

For brokers who are not constrained to choose a stable match, we �rst consider

incentives under a unit fee. The broker does not increase his commission by pairing a

buyer with a seller di¤erent from his �best�match, since the buyer is already buying

his full capacity at any stable match. His only reason to move away from a stable

match, then, would be as follows. If a buyer were priced out of the market (vi;j < pj
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for every seller sj), but the broker believed that the sellers had over-reported their

valuations (pj > rj), he has an incentive to bargain on behalf of that buyer, to try

to get a seller to sell below his asking price. Each incremental deal like this would

increase the payo¤ to both buyer and seller (otherwise they would refuse the deal),

so if we assume that the broker would only deviate from a stable match to facilitate

new deals like this, the match we obtain is actually higher in overall welfare than the

stable matches. (The possibility of such bargaining, however, might e¤ect the seller�s

incentive to overreport his reservation value in Stage I.)

However, in a more general model of buyer preferences where, say, two small items

could substitute for a single larger one, unit fees would give the broker an incentive to

distort matches in favor of trades involving larger numbers of �smaller�goods, even

when these trades were less valuable overall. However, the way the current model was

speci�ed, with each buyer having a �capacity�for a certain number of goods, this sort

of deviation away from a stable outcome is not possible. Within our model, there is

no way for a broker earning unit fees to increase his income by deviating from a stable

outcome while respecting the sellers�reported types as truthfully given; he could only

gain by convincing a seller to lower his demanded price in order to facilitate a trade

that would otherwise have been impossible.

Second, we can consider the incentives of a broker getting a percentage fee (either

linear or nonlinear), that is, a broker whose per-unit commission is increasing in the

price at which each sale occurs. In this case, the broker has another reason to move

away from the stable match pairing: his incentive is to pair each buyer with the seller

whose goods he values the most, even if that seller is higher-cost and so the joint

surplus from buying from this seller is not the highest. That is, if vi;j�pj > vi;j0�pj0
but vi;j < vi;j0, the broker has an incentive to pair buyer bi with the higher-quality

but more expensive seller sj0, even though more surplus is created when he buys

the cheaper good from seller sj. In this setting, the broker would be constrained

either by each buyer�s individual rationality constraint, or by some notion of �how

far�the broker could push buyers toward expensive items without causing them to

go out on their own looking for deals. When the variation across sellers in how they

value their goods is low, this result will be nearly the same as the e¢ cient outcome.

However, when the sellers�reservation values for their own goods vary greatly �and

even moreso when it is correlated with how buyers value the di¤erent goods, but with

a higher variance � this unconstrained outcome can deviate signi�cantly from the
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stable (e¢ cient) outcome.

Of course, the deviations discussed in the former paragraph �negotiating a lower

price for buyers priced out of the market �would still be a possibility, so a broker

receiving a percentage fee could deviate from a stable match in a way that could either

raise or lower overall surplus. We would expect, however, that the latter distortions

�from buyers purchasing from the �wrong�seller �will often be the stronger welfare

e¤ect, since incremental sales of the �rst type increase welfare only slightly.

4.3 Equilibrium of the Stage II Game

The valuations the sellers choose to report in Stage I will depend on which stable

match they expect to be selected in Stage II. As we pointed out before, for a given

set of buyer preferences and seller reports, the set of stable matches corresponds to

the rectangle of possible prices
Q
i : �1i>0

�
ps1(bi); ps1(bi) + �

1
i �maxf0; �2i g

�
. Further,

a broker receiving unit fees is indi¤erent among all stable matches, while a broker

receiving percentage fees strictly prefers the highest-price match.

We can imagine a more complicated model, however, in which the broker faces

a more subtle trade-o¤ when choosing prices. If prices are too high or perceived as

unfair, he might damage his reputation or risk losing his job. Since he often comes

from the town, he might have a natural preference to favor local buyers over outside

sellers, subject to giving the sellers su¢ cient pro�ts to keep returning.

Therefore, we abstract away from the broker�s exact problem, and exact response

to his fee structure, by introducing a parameter � 2 [0; 1], which we interpret as

the broker�s taste for high transaction prices. We will let � indicate where in the

interval
�
ps1(bi); ps1(bi) + �

1
i �maxf0; �2i g

�
the broker sets the price: speci�cally, we

will suppose that the broker selects the stable match where each buyer bi buys from

seller s1(bi) at the price

p = ps1(bi) + �
�
�1i �max(0; �2i )

�
Thus, � 2 [0; 1] represents the broker�s relative allegiance to the sellers over to the
buyers. � = 1

2
represents the midpoint of the possible price range, � = 0 represents

the buyer-optimal match (given reported preferences) and � = 1 is the seller-optimal
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match.16 We will assume that �, characterizing the match that will occur in Stage

II, is common knowledge among the sellers. (In fact, what matters is what the

sellers think will happen in Stage II when they report their reserve prices; but in a

rational-expectations setup, this must be what will actually happen.) Thus, � really

indicates the sellers�beliefs about how the broker will set prices once they report

their valuations. This way the merchant builds his beliefs based on his knowledge or

expectation of the brokerage design of the town he visits.

As mentioned above, we assume that each seller knows the quality of his and the

other sellers�goods, and the distribution from which buyers�preferences are drawn.

4.4 Equilibrium of the Stage I Game

Since the buyers are identical ex-ante except for their capacities, the sellers (being

risk-neutral) behave just as if they were maximizing expected pro�ts from a single

buyer, with demand q1 + q2 + : : : + qn. The level of this demand does not matter

either, so for our calculations, we normalize it to 1. We let Qj denote the expected

fraction of the market which seller j will sell to, as a function of his own and the other

buyers�reported valuations. The sellers�payo¤ functions are a little tricky to write,

because they depend on the expectation of �2i (a buyer�s next-best match) when seller

j is the buyer�s best match; we can write them as

uj = Qj �
�
pj + �E(�

1
i �max(0; �2i )jsj = s1(bi); �1i > 0)� rj

�
The distribution of the � terms was chosen so that there would be a usable closed-

form expression, which leads us to the following results. (The remaining claims in

this section are proven in the Appendix.)

Theorem 2 Suppose that in the Stage II game, the match chosen will be the one

characterized by the parameter �, which is common knowledge among the sellers.

Then the Stage I game has a unique equilibrium, where the valuations announced by

16Since expected payo¤s for a given preference structure are linear in �, we can also interpret
� as an expected value. That is, assuming that the broker selected randomly among all possible
stable matches with equal probability, would correspond to choosing the stable match above with
� = 1

2 . Assuming that the broker chose randomly but favored higher prices, would correspond to
some � > 1

2 , and so on.
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the sellers are the unique solution to the simultaneous equations

(pj � rj)(1�Qj) = �(1� �)

Further, �xing the �j (the average valuation for each seller�s goods), each seller�s

demanded price pj is increasing in � and decreasing in �.

In fact, we can see that when � = 1 (the seller-optimal match is chosen in Stage

II), the sellers report their true valuations, pj = rj; but when � < 1, they overreport

by setting pj = rj +
�(1��)
1�Qj > rj. Also note that when � is small (buyer valuations

are very predictable), sellers report closer to the truth, but when � is large (buyer

valuations are very variable), sellers demand higher prices.

Theorem 3 Overall welfare (buyer plus seller surplus) is increasing in �.

For any given �, overall surplus is highest when � = 1, and strictly increasing in

� over the whole range. However, the payo¤s to the buyers are generally decreasing

in �, with the extra bene�t going to the sellers. So if � = 0, the lowest aggregate

welfare is achieved, but the broker extracts the most surplus for the buyers.

Theorem 4 Fixing �j�rj
�

(the fraction of buyers who could potentially trade with a

particular seller), the e¤ect of � on overall surplus is increasing in �; that is, overall

surplus increases more dramatically in � when � is larger.

Thus, total welfare is more sensitive to � (and therefore to the broker�s incentives)

for goods where individual tastes vary widely. For goods whose values are more

uniform across all buyers, then, these is little welfare loss to setting � lower (using

the buyer-optimal match, or the midpoint), as the sellers will still report close to

truthfully. (We believe that this result will still generally persist when � is changed

without adjusting �j or rj to keep
�j�rj
�

constant, but have been unable to prove it;

and Theorem 4 seems like the more relevant comparison anyway.)
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5 Empirics and Discussion

5.1 Variables

The theoretical model gives some insight into the welfare and policy implications

of the dominant design in use. Brokerage rules, as implemented in the sources we

examine, lead to close to e¢ cient allocations. A central matchmaking clearinghouse

with per value fees is attractive to a foreign seller (�=1), because it leads to the match

in which he receives the maximal amount of pro�t. In this case he has no incentive

to misreport his preferences, since he knows that the broker cannot take any of the

surplus for himself and has an incentive to propose the seller-optimal match. This

creates welfare-e¢ cient matches, since the foreign seller reports truthfully and the

broker already knows the preferences of the local demand side. Even the seller-

friendly design gives some surplus to each buyer (due to competition among sellers);

and buyers may end up better o¤ if a seller-friendly mechanism draws more sellers to

their city.

When unit fees are used, the broker can choose buyer-friendlier matches and thus

split up the surplus in some other way (� < 1), for instance equally (� = 1
2
) or by

giving the maximal surplus to buyers (� = 0); however, this potential gain for the

demand side increases the strategic behavior of the sellers, increasing the likelihood

of mismatches. The magnitude of the distortion caused by such strategic behavior

depends on the heterogeneity of tastes of the buyers for each speci�c good.

Next, we test empirically if the di¤erent implementations of brokerage rules can

be explained based on the products being traded, the stated policy goals of the town

and several control variables. We control for time e¤ects, population e¤ects in terms

of city size, and geographical e¤ects.

We take the brokerage rules used as the dependent variable, focusing on the two

dominant designs. We run six types of regressions. In the �rst, the dependent vari-

able is 1 if the regulations found are those described earlier as either matchmak-

ing_with_unit_fees or matchmaking_with_value_fees �that is, if intermediation is

limited to licensed brokers, merchants are free to use them or �nd their own deals,

brokers are prohibited from doing business for themselves, and brokers are paid ei-

ther �xed unit fees or �xed value fees � and 0 otherwise. The 0 stands for any

other rule or combination of rules found in the evaluated source. We call this de-
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pendent variable matchmaking. The creation of the variable matchmaking allows us

to explore when and where matchmaking designs in the form of a central clearing-

house were implemented in the �rst place, before we study the design at a more

di¤erentiated level. In the second regression, we explicitly consider the choice be-

tween these two particular sets of regulations, by excluding observations which are

not one of these; the dependent variable is 1 if a set of regulations contains all the

elements of matchmaking_with_unit_fees, 0 if it contains all the elements of match-

making_with_value_fees, and the observation is excluded if it is neither. In the third

regression, the dependent variable is 1 if the regulations include only the set of rules

matchmaking_with_unit_fees and 0 otherwise, with all observations included. In
the fourth regression the dependent variable is 1 if the regulations include only the

matchmaking_with_value_fees and 0 otherwise. Finally, we look into the two most

interesting single regulations from an economic point of view: the private business

constraint pb_constraint and the choice of the brokerage fee. In the �fth regression

dependent variable becomes 1 if we observe the variable pb_constraint and 0 other-

wise. In the sixth regression the dependent variable becomes 1 if a unit fee is used

and 0 if a value fees is applied.

Our main dependent variable are the di¤erent product genres and the policy goals

identi�ed in the regulations.17 Di¤erent product genres had di¤erent levels of het-

erogeneity, both across di¤erent sellers�products and in terms of individual buyers�

tastes. Thus, we could expect the degree of asymmetric information to vary across

di¤erent types of goods. In addition, some product markets were better-integrated

and more competitive than others. Thus, we can expect that di¤erent product gen-

res might be more or less favorable toward di¤erent brokerage designs; and di¤erent

policy goals might be better served by di¤erent brokerage designs as well.

The control variables are the following ones: We control for three di¤erent time

e¤ects. First, we control for a simple time trend by including the year as an explana-

tory variable; we label this variable period. Secondly we check for learning e¤ects. We

control for learning, by including the length of time between the �rst implementation

of a brokerage regulation in a speci�c town and the observation in question; we call

17To check for robustness of the results we run the same type of regressions but limit the number
of binary explanatory variables by grouping together some of the products. We create the group
foodstu¤ , which includes wine_beer, grain, �sh, cattle_meat, and oil_fat, and similarly create the
group textile_products, which includes raw_textile, fur_leather_skin, and cloth. The main results
do not change.
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this variable time. Third, we weight the variable time with the variable period. We

divide the variable time by the square of the variable period. We call this variable

time_perw. This means for example we give the learning time of a city during the

13th century more weight than during the 15th century. This way we can check if

the implementation time for a matching design changed over time.

We also control for �ve di¤erent geographical e¤ects. First, we include the distance

of a town from the sea, using the variable logdist_sea.18 We include the physical

location of each town, measured as the distance west to the westernmost city (Ypres)

via the variable logdist_west, and the distance north to the second northernmost city

(Danzig) via the variable logdist_north. 19 We measure the distance from each city

to the cities of the Lower Countries, Brugge (for the time 1250-1500), Antwerp (1500-

1585), and Amsterdam (1585-1699), via the variable logdist_nl. These cities indicate

the epicenter of trade north of the Alps during the period of investigation. Finally, we

control for externality e¤ects of neighboring cities. We measure the distance between

each city and the three closest neighboring cities which also have brokerage regulations

at the time of the observation. We call this variable logdist_nextc. This allows us

to analyze if there is a neighboring externality e¤ect due to closeness. Finally, we

control for the population of each city with the variable logpop.20 The reason for each

of these controls is discussed below.

For all regressions, we use binary logit models, and cluster the observations from

the same town. This way we take into account correlation of error terms within the

same city due to unobserved cluster e¤ects (Wooldridge 2002, chapter 15).

5.2 Predictions and Results

Goods

Town o¢ cials had various reasons for implementing centralized market-clearing mech-

anisms. First, a precondition for the need of such a mechanism is a su¢ cient informa-

tion asymmetry between the demand and supply side. We can expect this in particular

for goods with heterogeneous tastes; for the simplest and most homogeneous goods,

18We take the logarithm of all geographic and population variables.
19The most northern city Nowgorod is a geographical extreme outlier and is not appropriate to

be used as a geographical corner for the estimation. Nowgorod as well as Danzig and Ypres become
0 on the log scale.
20We use the Bairoch (1988) data for this control variable.
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we might expect no matchmaking mechanism at all to be required. Secondly, the

town o¢ cials might have an interest in serving particular needs of its citizens: for ex-

ample, to guarantee a su¢ cient supply of foodstu¤s for the local population.(Hibbert

1965, pp. 161¤.) Thus we might expect the implementation of matchmaking designs

for basic foodstu¤ as wine, beer, grain, �sh and similar product genres. Another

interest was to support the growth of local industry.(ibidem, pp.172¤.) The textile

industry can be recognized as the most important production and export sector for

many cities of the sample (Munro 1994, 1995); thus, we might expect the implementa-

tion of matchmaking designs for raw input factors as the product genres raw_textile,

fur_skin_leather or semi-�nished cloth. This way the matching mechanism im-

proves the matching quality, which supports the local industry and also makes the

town more attractive for foreign sellers. Another candidate for implementing central

matching mechanisms could be the product genre �nance. In a period of city growth

based on trade we could expect a strong need for �nancial institutions and clearing

mechanisms.

Based on the theoretical model, we expect to �nd seller-friendly rules for prod-

ucts with highly heterogeneous tastes, since the welfare gains to more seller-friendly

prices are greater; we also expect more seller-friendly rules when there is stronger

competition between towns to attract sellers. Conversely, we expect buyer-friendlier

rules (or no matchmaking design at all) for more homogeneous goods, settings with

more relaxed competition, and settings where there was a speci�c need to give more

surplus to the local demand side.

Among the categories of goods being traded in the towns we study, most basic

foodstu¤s were rather homogeneous, and we can expect buyer valuations to have been

predictable; grain, �sh, meat, oil and fat belong to this category. Wine and beer also

�t into this group. (Only a small fraction of the wine consumed was high quality wine,

where we might expect more variable valuations (Kellenbenz 1986).) For spices, we

can expect relatively heterogeneous valuations, due to the variety of tastes and the

long lists of di¤erent goods found in regulations. Horses would also be associated

with more heterogeneous preferences, since each horse is di¤erent and buyers might

have di¤erent uses for horses.

Cloth de�nitely belongs to the goods related to heterogeneous preferences of buy-

ers. The textile industry during the period of investigation was extremely creative

and innovative in designing various types of cloth (and clothing) for an increasingly
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sophisticated demand side (Munro 1995). In contrast, input goods such as raw textiles

(wool, linen, silk, etc.) are more homogeneous, and the requirements of the process-

ing industry more predictable. This might be somewhat di¤erent for the category

fur_skin_leather, since these products are by nature more heterogeneous. The valu-

ations for metals and construction material can be expected to be rather predictable.

In contrast the preferences for property in the form of houses and land can be expected

to be very variable. Finally, preferences for �nancial products, in particular bills of

exchange, must be rather heterogeneous, since preferences depended very much on

the participants of the bill and the place where the bill was drawn on. The limited

tradability of bills of exchange made the valuation even more heterogeneous(van der

Wee 1963, North 1981, Munro 1994).

With respect to competition, we can expect a lower level of market integration,

and thus more relaxed competition, for bulky goods with less value per weight. Most

of the consumption goods �t this description; metals and construction material can

be included. In contrast, the textile market has been recognized as one of the best

integrated commodity markets of the time (also with a higher value per weight and

thus relatively lower transportation costs) and highly competitive (Munro 2003, van

der Wee 2003). In addition, since many merchant cities built their own textile indus-

try, there was a big demand for input goods such as raw textile, fur skin, leather or

semi-�nished cloth. (Werveke 1965, pp. 354-6; Parry 1967, pp. 173-215, Kellenbenz

1986, pp. 209-212, 214, Munro 1998, 2003) Hence, we can expect towns to have imple-

mented more seller-friendly mechanisms to support the local textile industry. Horses

also belong to the category of goods which are easy transportable, and thus we can

expect strong competition between di¤erent towns. This is not true for property due

to the immobility of the good. Finally, the market for �nancial instruments must

have been at least during the early period of our investigation rather restricted (but

with potential for stronger market integration and competition as time passed).

Table 4 shows the number of observations of each product associated with the two

dominant combinations of regulations, matchmaking_with_unit_fees andmatchmak-

ing_with_value_fees. As predicted, the various foodstu¤s were associated much more

often with unit fees, as were metal and construction materials. Horses were associ-

ated exclusively with value fees, as was property; �nancial products were associated

mostly with value fees as well. The other product genres were associated with a mix

of unit and value fees.
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Table 5 shows in full detail the output of the six types of regressions. Col-

umn 1 depicts the results of the binary choice between the matchmaking design and

everything else. Column 2 shows the binary choice between the buyer-friendlier and

the seller-friendly design. Column 3 shows the results for the choice between the

buyer-friendlier design and everything else. Column 4 reports the analogue results

for the seller-friendly design. Finally columns 5 and 6 depict the results for the private

business constraint and the choice between the unit and value fee.

Let us �rst have a look at the empirical results for the basic foodstu¤: wine_beer,

�sh, grain, cattle_meat, and oil_fat. For the product genres wine_beer we �nd

positive signi�cant results for the dependent variablematchmaking in column 1. In the

direct comparison between both designs, all goods are positively signi�cant. Thus the

product genres can be assigned to the buyer-friendlier design. This result is con�rmed

by the positive sign in the regression in column 3 (matchmaking with unit fees) and

the negative signs in column 4 (matchmaking with value fees). These results are in

line with the descriptive statistics (table 4), where we can assign all these products

to buyer-friendlier designs. In addition, when we look into the individual regulations

we can relate all these goods to unit fees. The results in the regression in column 6

are all positively signi�cant. For the dependent variable private business constraint

(pb_constraint) in column 5 we �nd positive signi�cant coe¢ cients for the product

genres wine_beer and grain. The estimator for wine_beer con�rms the results for

the signi�cant results for the matchmaking design in the regression in column 1. The

coe¢ cient for the grain market cannot be con�rmed in the general matchmaking

design.

These results con�rm the predictions that the product group foodstu¤ is generally

associated with the buyer-friendlier designs when brokers are used. Foodstu¤s were

rather homogeneous, hence the space for strategic behavior of merchants was rather

limited. This way we can rationalize the choice for buyer-friendlier mechanisms,

which permitted the broker to give some surplus to the buyer side. In addition, since

these goods were ready to consume, only limited added-value could be generated.

Thus, it was important for local retailers who bought the goods to pro�t from the

trade margin. The assumption that matchmaking mechanisms were implemented to

guarantee basic food supply gets support only for the product genre wine_beer and

partly for grain in the form of the private business constraint; the homogeneity of

these goods probably made the brokerage mechanism dispensable overall.
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For spices we �nd a positive signi�cant coe¢ cient for the matchmaking design in

column 1. This can be con�rmed by the positive signi�cant coe¢ cient for the private

business constraint in column 5. A clear seller-friendly or buyer-friendlier design can-

not be identi�ed based on the other regressions. Thus for spices, the implementation

of some matchmaking design was more likely; this can be explained due to the strong

information asymmetry between buyers and sellers due to the long-distance-trade

nature of these goods. However the empirical output does not deliver any clear as-

signment to the expected seller-friendly design. One explanation for this could be the

sometimes very long and detailed lists of spices found in the sources, each with their

own unit fees; by dividing up the market this �nely, heterogeneity could potentially

be reduced.

Another group of products are related to the clothing industry: cloth, raw_textile,

and fur_skin_leather. The regression with the dependent variable matchmaking de-

livers positive signi�cant coe¢ cients for the variables raw_textile and fur_skin_leather

in column 1. The estimator for cloth is just outside the 10% signi�cance level. Also,

all estimators for the private business constraint (pb_constraint) in column 5 are sig-

ni�cantly positive. In the comparison of the two di¤erent designs (see the results in

columns 2-4), cloth can be assigned to the seller-friendly design, raw_textile can be

weakly assigned to the seller-friendly design, and �nally fur_skin_leather cannot be

related to any of the two designs. These results con�rm the assumption that towns

implemented matchmaking regulations to improve the matching between the foreign

sellers of input goods and the local textile industry. The relatively frequent use of

seller-friendly designs for these product genres con�rms the two arguments outlined

in a previous section. First, during the period of investigation the textile industry was

one of the best integrated markets for commodity goods. Second, most towns were

producing their own textile products. There was thus a need for the town to obtain

raw textile or semi-�nished cloth for their textile processing industry. Both arguments

increase the competition for textile and cloth products between cities. In addition,

since the local textile industry was creating a substantial added value (Munro 1998,

p. 55), local buyers were willing to sacri�ce some of the surplus generated by trade

rather than risk an ine¢ cient matching or not receive the products at all. Finally,

the heterogeneity of the cloth products would have intensi�ed the strategic behavior

of the merchants.

The variable metals does not deliver any signi�cant result. This con�rms the ex-
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pectation that there was in general less need for a clearing mechanism for homogenous

and bulky goods. Also for construction we do not �nd any signi�cant result for the

implementation of any matchmaking design. However the coe¢ cient for the private

business constraint in column 5 is positively signi�cant. In the direct comparison

construction materials can be assigned to a buyer-friendlier design (see columns 2-4).

This con�rms the less likely implementation for homogenous and bulky goods with

less competitive pressure and the use of buyer-friendlier designs in case town o¢ cials

decide to implement any matchmaking design.

For the variable horses we �nd no signi�cant results for the matchmaking regres-

sion in column 1, but in the direct comparison we can assign horses to the seller-

friendly design. The coe¢ cient in column 4 is positive signi�cant and the descriptive

statistics assign the variable horses exclusively to the seller-friendly designs. This

con�rms the predictions made. Here again, we can point to the arguments for a well-

integrated market (low transportation costs) and heterogeneous tastes outlined in a

previous section. Therefore the �ndings of seller-friendly mechanisms can be ratio-

nalized to guarantee e¢ cient matching. However a general need for a matchmaking

design for horses cannot be found.

The coe¢ cient for �nance is right at the 10% signi�cance level in column 1. In

comparison, �nance can be assigned to the seller-friendly design (columns 2-4). This

con�rms the prediction that �nance needs to be assigned to the seller-friendly design.

Surprising is that no strong results for the implementation of a centralized clearing

mechanism can be found since in a period of expansion of trade a need for �nancial

clearing institutions could be expected. The missing matchmaking design for �nance

may have to do with the fact that other complementary institutions developed rela-

tively early in the merchant cities which served these institutions, for example money

changers or brokers for products made at the same time as complementary �nance

deals. This way it was di¢ cult to assign brokers for �nance a speci�c matchmaking

obligation. Furthermore, it is di¢ cult to control a broker who mediated �nancial

products since the related physical products were missing.

Finally let us have a look at the results for property. Here we only �nd signi�cance

for value fees in column 6. The reason why we can hardly �nd any signi�cant results

for matchmaking institutions in form of brokerage for property was probably because

land, manors and houses were bought and sold mainly among locals. Thus, we cannot

expect strong information asymmetry here. The fact that we do �nd some amount of
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brokerage regulations in the investigated cities leads to the conclusion that property

brokers had a di¤erent obligation in form of notary obligations than a matchmaking

function.

Policy Variables

The implementation of a matchmaking design contributes to all �ve policy goals found

in the regulations. It gives access for all merchants to (close to) e¢ cient allocations.

It increases the utility of the town and its citizens in the form of an increase in bene�ts

based on trade. The design reduces the potential damage for merchants, especially

in the minimization of the risk of being cheated by brokers who engage in private

business. Finally, an e¢ cient matchmaking design promotes and facilitates trade.

However the buyer-friendlier design is more advantageous to the local citizens, since

more surplus is given to the buyer. In addition, a buyer-friendlier design enables equal

treatment through fair equal surplus division. On the contrary the seller friendly-

design increases the aggregate welfare. Thus, town o¢ cials who want to attract

foreign merchants and want to create as many e¢ cient matches as possible may favor

a seller-friendly design.21 The other two policy goals do not clearly favor one design

over the other.

The policy variables equal_treatment, utility_citizens, and promote_facilitate_trade

are positively signi�cant for the dependent variable matchmaking in column 1. These

results are in line with the signi�cance of the coe¢ cients in column 5 related to the

private business constraints. In the direct comparison of the two designs in column

2 the policy variables utility_citizens, promote_facilitate_trade, and create_order

can be assigned to the buyer-friendlier design, the policy variable utility_town can be

assigned to the seller-friendly design. The policy variable equal_treatment can only

be weakly assigned to the buyer friendlier design. The results of the regression in

column 6 related to the choice of the brokerage fee con�rm these results.

These results support the general �ndings that the identi�ed (close to) e¢ cient

matchmaking design, was introduced to give in particular all people equal access to

the products traded, to promote and facilitate trade and �nally more speci�cally to

give the citizens access to the market. With respect to the predictions of di¤erent

surplus division and welfare characteristics the empirical results con�rm the theoreti-

21For a discussion of the di¤erent interests of the town and the trade-o¤ between the buyer and
seller side see Hibbert 1965, pp. 157¤.
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cal �ndings that the buyer-friendlier design can give more surplus to the local buyers

and thus this should be the policy choice of the local government to support the local

demand side. In contrast the seller-friendly design rather ful�lls the goal of maxi-

mizing total welfare; this may still be in the interest of the town, since by attracting

sellers and minimizing strategic behavior, it may raise both sides�welfare. The the-

oretical prediction that equal treatment can be rather reached by a buyer-friendly

design can only be weakly con�rmed since in the direct comparison the estimator is

positive (as expected) but not signi�cant. The assignment of the policy variables to

promote trade and create order to the buyer-friendlier design might be explained by

the potential of a fair surplus division, since both policies can be easier achieved if

both sides of the market get a fair treatment.

Time E¤ects

Controlling for the year allows us to recognize and sort out historical time trends.

Gelderblom (2009) argues based on qualitative observations that a strong regulation

of brokerage organized by the towns can be found in cities of the Lower Countries

during the late Middle Ages, and starts disappearing during the early modern time.

If this is a general trend for the area of investigation, we should expect a negative sign

for the variable period in our �rst regression. Assuming simple learning e¤ects within

towns, we expect to �nd a positive coe¢ cient for the explanatory variable time. If

towns are able to learn over time not only from their own experience but also from

neighboring cities which implemented the e¢ cient designs already (as discussed with

Leipzig in chapter 2), we should expect that the learning time shortens over time, so

the coe¢ cient on the variable time_perw should be negative.

The variable period is for all regressions except for thematchmaking_with_value_fees

(negative but not signi�cant) signi�cantly negative. The variable time for all re-

gressions except for the matchmaking_with_value_fees (positive but not signi�cant)

signi�cantly positive. The variable time_perw is signi�cantly negative for match-

making_with_unit_fees in column 3 and in the direct comparison of the two designs

in column 2. For the matchmaking design in general in column 1 the sign is also

negative, but not signi�cant. The coe¢ cients for individual rules are not signi�cant.

These results con�rm the �ndings by Gelderbloom in the case of the matchmaking

design for the general time trend. In the direct comparison the seller-friendly design
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was implemented later than the buyer-friendlier design. This later implementation

can be explained by a general increase of competition over time and thus a stronger

need for a design which gives more surplus to the seller side. An additional remark

should be made about the marginal e¤ect of implementing a matchmaking design

over time. The coe¢ cient is around -0.002; this means that with a change over time

for example by 100 years, the likelihood of an implementation falls by 20%. If we put

this change into the context of the full period of investigation, which is about 450

years, this e¤ect is quite big. The positive coe¢ cient for the variable time con�rms

the expected learning e¤ects within a city. The negative coe¢ cients for learning

e¤ects over the period of investigation for the di¤erent matching designs supports the

argument that cities were able to shorten the learning span by imitating other cities.

However this is not true for the seller-friendly design. This result is con�rmed if we

compare both designs then the implementation of the buyer-friendlier regulations on

the city level took longer than the seller-friendly design. This can be explained by

the fact that several towns which started using brokerage later in time implemented

seller-friendly designs right from the beginning. Such a pattern can be documented

for example for Danzig or Bremen.

Geographical E¤ects

Economic historians who have studied this region and time period have argued that

the area in the west and north (with the exception of Southern Germany from the 15th

century onwards) was economically better developed; trading technologies were more

advanced and trading quantities bigger.(Postan 1987, chapter IV) This was because

it was easier to ship goods between cities via the Baltic and North Sea than on land

routes and along most rivers. In addition, land trading routes in the west were more

established than in the east for the area of investigation. These arguments can be

supported by the fact that the leading trade cities north of the Alps can be found in

Brugge from the 13th until the 15th century, Antwerp from the late 15th until the

late 16th and Amsterdam from the late 16th, the 17th century and beyond. Thus

the area of the Lower Countries is understood as the epicenter of trade for the period

of investigation. Furthermore, Bairoch (1988) and later Acemoglu et al. (2005) have

found that from the 17th century onwards, access to the Atlantic Ocean was critical

for economic growth. Following all these �ndings, we should expect that coe¢ cients of
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the variables logdist_sea, logdist_north, logdist_west, and logdist_nl to all negative

for the di¤erent matchmaking designs. In the direct comparison of the two designs

we should expect to �nd rather seller-friendly designs closer to the north, west, the

Lower Lands, and sea due to the stronger trade intensity and competition in these

areas. Finally, implementing e¢ cient brokerage designs can also depend on the trade

and market making activities of neighboring cities. We can expect stronger learning

e¤ects the closer other cities are which also experiment with brokerage activities.

In addition, the closeness also puts pressure on the cities. If one merchant city

establishes brokerage, then this may increase market platform competition between

cities, pressuring nearby cities to also establish market clearing institutions in the

form of brokerage rules.

The coe¢ cients of the control variable logdist_north are negative and signi�cant

for the matchmaking design in column 1, the matchmaking_with_unit_fees in col-

umn 3 and the private participation constraint (pb_constraint) in column 5. The

coe¢ cient in the regression with dependent variable matchmaking_with_value_fees

in column 4 is also negative but not signi�cant. In the direct comparison of the two

designs in column 2 and the di¤erent fee structure in column 6 the coe¢ cients are

signi�cantly positive. The results for the distance to the west are only in the direct

comparison positive and signi�cantly negative for the explanatory variable of the pri-

vate business constraint. The distance to the Lower Countries are only signi�cantly

positive in the direct comparison. The distance to the sea is signi�cantly positive

for all dependent variables except for matchmaking_with unit_fees (positive, but not

signi�cant) and for the comparison of the fee structure: here we �nd a signi�cant

negative result. Finally the distance between cities is signi�cantly negative for the

matchmaking design and the participation constraint. In the comparison of di¤erent

fees we �nd positive signi�cance. This is in line with the positive sign in the direct

comparison between the two di¤erent designs.

These results only partly con�rm the general view about the economic develop-

ment of di¤erent regions in the area of investigation. Whereas the closeness to the

north can be con�rmed as an impact factor of the economic development, the close-

ness to the west and to the Lower Countries can only be partly con�rmed. We �nd

a stronger likelihood of implementing matchmaking designs closer to the north. In

the comparison we also can �nd rather seller-friendly designs in the north. With

respect to the west and to the merchant cities of the Lower Lands we can con�rm
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only a greater likelihood of �nding seller-friendly designs. This however supports the

argument of the implementation of seller-friendly designs in areas with stronger trade

intensity and competition. The closeness to the sea in general does not play a role

for the �nding of sophisticated matchmaking designs. What we observe is that cities

closer to the sea are more likely to use a matchmaking design with unit fees. This can

be explained by the fact that bulky and homogenous goods were rather shipped along

the coasts since bigger amounts could be carried. Thus this coe¢ cient captures addi-

tional e¤ects which could not be assigned to the goods di¤erentiation explored earlier

on. The negative (partly signi�cant) coe¢ cient for the closeness to the next city with

brokerage mechanisms con�rms the argument that competition between markets and

learning impact the implementation of brokerage. Also the more likely use of value

fees and the seller-friendly design for �closer�cities support this argument further.

Population Size

The population size could have di¤erent consequences for market design. On the one

hand, we expect more trading activities in bigger towns, and thus a greater need for

brokerage institutions. On the other hand, it is easier for town o¢ cials to control

brokerage activities in a smaller city. Thus, brokerage regulations might be more or

less likely in smaller towns; and relating the population size to one or the other design

is also not clear-cut. One argument is that bigger towns will tend to implement a

seller-friendly design because of greater intensity of trade and a greater need to attract

more traders.

The coe¢ cients for the matchmaking design, the design with unit and value fees

are all negative but not signi�cant. In the direct comparison the coe¢ cient is positive,

but also not signi�cant. The negative but not signi�cant coe¢ cient for the matching

design supports the argument that the implemented centralized clearing house mech-

anism worked better for smaller towns. The only signi�cant result can be found in

column 6 where population size can be assigned to value fees. However this cannot

be con�rmed in the comparison of the di¤erent matchmaking designs.

5.3 Further Discussion

These results con�rm the conscious implementation of brokerage regulations based on

di¤erent products and policy goals. Furthermore, time and geographic variables play
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an important role explaining the observed di¤erentiated design. Table 6 summarizes

the predictions and �ndings again. The question that remains to be answered is

what we can learn from the implementation of these complex market designs for

pre-industrial city growth. The creation of market-clearing mechanisms increases the

allocation e¢ ciency by increasing trade and, ideally, reducing the ine¢ ciencies created

by strategic behavior. This increases the incentive to create trade and thus also to

invest in production for trade, which is the driving force of growth. Central to see is

that the implementation of the clearing mechanism is made for everybody, not only

for some privileged people. The policy statement of equal treatment documents this

very well. Thus, the cities create incentives and opportunities for all of their citizens.

Crucial to mention here is that there is no need for all merchants or citizens to

use this mechanism to create the bene�ts discussed. The clearing mechanism can also

be understood as an outside option or a reasonable threat for merchants who start

dealing in a bilateral bargaining situation. Both a foreign merchant and his local

counterpart know that they can always go to a broker for a second opinion about the

price they can demand for the quality of goods they sell.

Finally, it is important to emphasize the active role of merchant cities in intro-

ducing and developing markets, and the context in which they implemented these

regulations: through market platform competition among cities. In this way the evo-

lution of markets in pre-industrial Europe is on the one hand the result of an active

creation of market mechanisms or centralized clearing houses and on the other hand

driven by an abstract market mechanism in form of inter-market platform competi-

tion.

6 Conclusion

This paper studied the market microstructure of pre-industrial Europe. We examined

brokerage as a market-clearing institution implemented by the town o¢ cials in late

medieval and early modern merchant cities. We showed that methods of buyer-

and seller-friendly rules were known and applied, and the towns developed formal

institutions to deal optimally with information asymmetries and incentive constraints.

To achieve these results, we created in the �rst step a comprehensive source analy-

sis covering brokerage statutes from 42 towns north of the Alps in Central andWestern
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Europe from the late 13th century until the end of the 17th century. We identi�ed

brokerage as a centralized matchmaking institution implemented by towns to pro-

mote and support trade, to create welfare for the town and their citizens, and to give

equal opportunities to the citizens and merchants. In the second step we took the

dominant design and placed it into the framework of a two-sided matching model.

We showed that merchant cities implemented brokerage as a centralized matchmak-

ing clearing house mechanism to increase aggregate welfare between the local demand

and foreign supply side. This was done by creating incentives for brokers to create

e¢ cient matches (based on the reported preferences of the merchants). In addition,

the regulations were implemented in such a way to minimize the strategic behavior of

merchants, which could lead to mismatches and welfare loss. We showed that towns

di¤erentiated seller-friendly from buyer-friendlier matching mechanisms: in the seller-

friendly mechanism, the broker had an incentive to give all the surplus to the seller; in

the buyer-friendlier mechanism a broker was free to choose how he splits the surplus

between the matching pair of merchants.

In a third step we tested empirically if the implemented matchmaking designs can

be explained by di¤erent product categories and policy variables. We showed that the

decision whether towns implemented brokerage as a matchmaking design and whether

they decided to implement seller-friendly or buyer-friendlier designs depended on the

products and on some of the policy goals formulated in the regulations. Furthermore

we found time and geography related e¤ects.

These results show the active role of merchant cities in pre-industrial Europe

in creating markets and in solving incentive and allocation problems. The driving

force of these activities can be seen in the increase of trade and in stronger market

integration which created inter-market platform competition among merchant cities.

These results support the argument that formal institutions are needed for further

economic expansion and growth.

These results open up new questions for a future research agenda. This paper

only covered one speci�c market clearing mechanism out of a whole set of medieval

market rules. These rules covered further regulations related to market location and

the timing of buying and selling goods. It would be of considerable interest to examine

the interplay of brokerage and other market mechanisms in pre-industrial markets.

Another question relates to the evolution and learning behavior of market rules in

merchant cities. This comprehensive set of brokerage rules allows the study of the
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learning behavior of cities in a long-run historical context. In addition, it would be

interesting to link market making activities more explicitly to city growth.
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8 Appendices

8.1 Appendix I �Proof of Theorems

Equilibrium of stage I

First, note that the competition among sellers does not depend on the number and

size of the buyers. This is because, assuming each buyer �lls his capacity from a
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single seller, each seller maximizes

X
i2B

(qi Pr(i buys from j) (E(priceji buys from j)� rj))

But since the buyers are ex-ante identical except for their capacities, the Probability

and Price terms above are the same for each buyer, so we can rewrite this as X
i2B

qi

!
Pr(i buys from j) (E(priceji buys from j)� rj)

Now
P

i2B qi is now simply a multiplicative constant, and doesn�t impact sellers�

maximization problem. Thus, everything we do below is as if there was a single

buyer, who demands quantity 1.

Given the distribution chosen for each buyer�s valuations, demand is logit: at a

given set of prices (p1; : : : ; pN), seller j gets market share

sj =
e(�j�pj)=�

1 +
P

k2N e
(�k�pk)=�

(This is Qj in the paper.) Taking derivatives, we �nd that

@sj
@pj

= � 1
�
sj(1� sj)

and
@sj
@pk

=
1

�
sjsk

Note also that conditional on vj � pj being the highest among all the sellers (and
greater than the outside option), the expected value of vj � pj minus the second-
highest (or zero) is

� log

 
1 +

X
k2N

e(�k�pk)=�

!
� � log

0@1 + X
k2N�fjg

e(�k�pk)=�

1A
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Thus, seller j�s expected pro�t is

�j = (pj � rj)sj + ��

0@log 1 +X
k2N

e(�k�pk)=�

!
� log

0@1 + X
k2N�fjg

e(�k�pk)=�

1A1A
and so

@�j
@pj

= sj �
1

�
(pj � rj)sj(1� sj)� �sj = sj

�
(1� �)� 1

�
(pj � rj)(1� sj)

�
So seller j�s best-response is characterized by the �rst-order condition

�(1� �) = (pj � rj)(1� sj)

This �rst-order condition also characterizes the best-response conditions of a dif-

ferent game, where each seller�s payo¤ function is

uj = �(1� �) ln(pj � rj) + ln sj

(This can be seen by di¤erentiating this uj with respect to pj and noting that the

�rst-order condition is the same.) Thus, the equilibria of our stage-I game are the

same as the equilibria of this modi�ed game.

We can further modify this game by putting an upper bound on the range of prices

that can be best-responses, since

1� sj � s0 =
1

1 +
P

j2S e
vj�qj

� 1

1 +
P

j2S e
vj

with vj and qj de�ned in the next section. Therefore,

@uj
@pj

=
�(1� �)
pj � rj

� (1� sj) �
�(1� �)
pj � rj

� 1

1 +
P

j2S e
vj

and so when

pj > rj + �(1� �)
 
1 +

X
j2S

evj

!
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uj is strictly decreasing. Thus, this gives us an upper bound on pj, so we can rule

out prices above this. We can similarly note that prices pj < rj are dominated, and

rule them out as well.

Next, note that this modi�ed game is a supermodular game, indexed by �(1��).
We di¤erentiate and �nd that

@uj
@pj

=
�(1� �)
pj � rj

� (1� sj)

This is clearly increasing in �(1� �) on pj � rj. Further, it is increasing in pj0, since
sj is increasing in pj0. So we have a supermodular game with compact strategy spaces,

which gives us a lattice structure on the set of equilibria. In particular, if there are

multiple equilibria, there is a �biggest�and �smallest�equilibrium. Let pj denote the

strategy played by seller j in the �biggest�equilibrium, and p
j
the strategy played

by j in the �smallest�; then pj � pj for every j.
Now, if pj � p

j
, then we know from the �rst-order conditions that sj is higher

in the �bigger�equilibrium than in the �smaller�. Since this is true for every seller,

we know that s0 (the fraction of the market that does not buy at all) is lower in the

�bigger�equilibrium than in the �smaller�. But s0 is increasing in each price, and all

the prices are higher in the �bigger�equilibrium; all this is only possible if prices are

the same in the two equilibria. Thus, the game has a unique equilibrium.

Since the game is supermodular and indexed by �(1 � �), and has a unique
equilibrium, equilibrium prices are all increasing in �(1 � �), or increasing in � and
decreasing in �.

Since the �modi�ed�game has the same equilibria as the original game, this holds

for the original game as well.

It�s clear from this �rst-order condition that when � = 1, pj = rj (sellers reveal

their true valuations), and that when � < 1, pj > rj (sellers shade their valuations).

Calculating the e¤ect of � on seller reports

First, let�s get a bit of shorthand: with apologies for double-using q, de�ne

vj �
�j � rj
�

; qj �
pj � rj
�

;
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so that equilibrium is de�ned by

qj(1� sj) = 1� �

and market shares and pro�ts can be written as functions of qj and vj.

We begin with

qj(1� sj) = 1� �

and di¤erentiate with respect to �:

(1� sj)@qj@� + qjsj(1� sj)
@qj
@�
�
P

k 6=j qjsjsk
@qk
@�

= �1

(1� sj + qjsj) @qj@� = �1 + qjsj
P

k2N sk
@qk
@�

De�ne � = �
P

k2N sk
@qk
@�
, so

(1� sj + qjsj) @qj@� = �1� qjsj�

sj
@qj
@�

= � sj
1�sj+qjsj �

qjs
2
j

1�sj+qjsj�

P
k2N sk

@qk
@�

= �
P

k2N
sk

1�sk+qksk �
P

k2N
qks

2
k

1�sk+qksk�

� =
P

k2N
sk

1�sk+qksk +
P

k2N
qks

2
k

1�sk+qksk�

�
�
1�

P
k2N

qks
2
k

1�sk+qksk

�
=

P
k2N

sk
1�sk+qksk

�
�
s0 +

P
k2N

sk(1�sk)
1�sk+qksk

�
=

P
k2N

sk
1�sk+qksk

� =
�P

k2N
sk

1�sk+qksk

�
=
�
s0 +

P
k2N

sk(1�sk)
1�sk+qksk

�
and so

@qj
@�

= � 1

1� sj + qjsj
� qjsj
1� sj + qjsj

P
k2N

sk
1�sk+qksk

s0 +
P

k2N
sk(1�sk)
1�sk+qksk
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Calculating the e¤ect of � on overall welfare

Welfare is the sum of seller pro�ts and buyer surplus. Conveniently, the log� log
terms cancel, and

W =
X
k2N

�qksk + � log

 
1 +

X
k2N

evk�qk

!
so

@W

@qi
= �si � �qisi(1� si) + �

X
k 6=i

qksisk � �si = ��qisi + �si
X
k2N

qksk = �si (q � qi)

where q =
P

k2N skqk. So

@W

@�
= �

X
j2N

sj (q � qj)
 
� 1

1� sj + qjsj
� qjsj
1� sj + qjsj

P
k2N

sk
1�sk+qksk

s0 +
P

k2N
sk(1�sk)
1�sk+qksk

!

= �
X
j2N

8>><>>:
� sjq

1�sj+qjsj �
qjs

2
jq

1�sj+qjsj

P
k2N

sk
1�sk+qksk

s0+
P
k2N

sk(1�sk)
1�sk+qksk

+
sjqj

1�sj+qjsj+

q2j s
2
j

1�sj+qjsj

P
k2N

sk
1�sk+qksk

s0+
P
k2N

sk(1�sk)
1�sk+qksk

9>>=>>;
Dropping the � for now, this is

=
X
k2N

skqk
1� sk + qksk

�
X
k2N

sk
1� sk + qksk

X
k2N

skqk

�
X
k2N

qks
2
k

1� sk + qksk

X
k2N

skqk

P
k2N

sk
1�sk+qksk

s0 +
P

k2N
sk(1�sk)
1�sk+qksk

+
X
k2N

q2ks
2
k

1� sk + qksk

P
k2N

sk
1�sk+qksk

s0 +
P

k2N
sk(1�sk)
1�sk+qksk

Multiplying through by s0 +
P

k
sk(1�sk)
1�sk+qksk , we get 

s0 +
X
k2N

sk(1� sk)
1� sk + qksk

!X
k2N

skqk
1� sk + qksk

�
 
s0 +

X
k2N

sk(1� sk)
1� sk + qksk

!X
k2N

sk
1� sk + qksk

X
k2N

skqk
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�
X
k2N

qks
2
k

1� sk + qksk

X
k2N

skqk
X
k2N

sk
1� sk + qksk

+
X
k2N

q2ks
2
k

1� sk + qksk

X
k2N

sk
1� sk + qksk

Combining the middle two terms gives

�
X
k2N

sk
1� sk + qksk

X
k2N

skqk

(
s0 +

X
k2N

sk(1� sk)
1� sk + qksk

+
X
k2N

qks
2
k

1� sk + qksk

)

+

 
s0 +

X
k2N

sk(1� sk)
1� sk + qksk

!X
k2N

skqk
1� sk + qksk

+
X
k2N

q2ks
2
k

1� sk + qksk

X
k2N

sk
1� sk + qksk

The terms inside the curly-brackets end up reducing to s0 +
P

k sk = 1, so this is

�
X
k2N

sk
1� sk + qksk

X
k2N

skqk +

 
s0 +

X
k2N

sk(1� sk)
1� sk + qksk

!X
k2N

skqk
1� sk + qksk

+

X
k2N

q2ks
2
k

1� sk + qksk

X
k2N

sk
1� sk + qksk

Combining the �rst and third terms leads us to

X
k2N

sk
1� sk + qksk

(X
k2N

q2ks
2
k

1� sk + qksk
�
X
k2N

skqk

)
+

 
s0 +

X
k2N

sk(1� sk)
1� sk + qksk

!X
k2N

skqk
1� sk + qksk

Now, since qksk =
qksk(1�sk)+q2ks2k
1�sk+qksk , the piece inside the curly brackets reduces to

�
P

k
qksk(1�sk)
1�sk+qksk , and so the whole expression is now

�
X
k2N

sk
1� sk + qksk

X
k2N

qksk(1� sk)
1� sk + qksk

+

 
s0 +

X
k2N

sk(1� sk)
1� sk + qksk

!X
k2N

skqk
1� sk + qksk

Now, since we are at an equilibrium, qk(1� sk) = 1� �, so this is

s0
X
k2N

skqk
1� sk + qksk

� (1� �)
X
k2N

sk
1� sk + qksk

X
k2N

sk
1� sk + qksk

+

(1� �)
X
k2N

sk(1� sk)
1� sk + qksk

X
k2N

sk=(1� sk)
1� sk + qksk
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We can rewrite the sum of the last two terms as

(1� �)
X
i2N

X
j2N

si
1� si + qisi

sj
1� sj + qjsj

�
1� si
1� sj

� 1
�

When i = j, the term in parentheses, and therefore the summand, vanishes; so

combining the two terms (i; j) and (j; i), we can rewrite the sum as coming from a

given (i; j) pair and rewrite the sum as

(1� �)
PP

i<j
si

1�si+qisi
sj

1�sj+qjsj

�
1�si
1�sj � 1 +

1�sj
1�si � 1

�
= (1� �)

PP
i<j

si
1�si+qisi

sj
1�sj+qjsj

(1�si)2�2(1�si)(1�sj)+(1�sj)2
(1�si)(1�sj)

= (1� �)
PP

i<j
si

1�si+qisi
sj

1�sj+qjsj
((1�si)�(1�sj))2
(1�si)(1�sj)

= (1� �)
PP

i<j
si

1�si+qisi
sj

1�sj+qjsj
(sj�si)2

(1�si)(1�sj) � 0

so @W
@�
> 0 as claimed.

Theorem 4

Note �rst that since the entire expression @W
@�
has a � term in front of it, it is likely

to be increasing in � holding all other variables �xed. However, since � also impacts

the equilibrium values of the other terms in the expression, this is di¢ cult to prove.

Thus, we instead give the simpler result: holding �xed �k�rk
�

(or, holding �xed the

fraction of buyers with whom each seller has possible gains from trade), total surplus

is more sensitive to � as � rises.

The �holding �xed�allows us to change � �making tastes more volatile in absolute

terms, and making the goods better substitutes for each other �while holding constant

the fraction of buyers with whom each seller has potential gains from trade. (If we

didn�t do this normalization, then increasing � has the e¤ect of pushing �k and rk
closer together in e¤ective terms, that is, pushing the seller�s reservation price toward

that of the average buyer.)

Once we make this adjustment, we can show that @W
@�
is increasing in �, that is,

that the absolute dollar e¤ect of � on overall surplus (which we already proved is
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positive) is higher for higher �.

To see this, �rst note that at a given �, the e¤ect of proportional increases to �

and �k � rk is an increase in each seller�s equilibrium markup pk � rk by the same
proportion. To see this, we rewrite the �rst-order condition of a typical seller k as

pk � rk
�

0@1� exp
��k�rk

�
� pk�rk

�

�
1 +

P
j exp

�
�j�rj
�

� pj�rj
�

�
1A = 1� �

An increase in �, accompanied by proportional increases in pk�rk and �k�rk, leaves
the entire left-hand side unchanged. Since equilibrium is equivalent to each seller�s

�rst-order conditions holding with equality, such a change (starting at an equilibrium

given initial values of � and �k) leaves us in an equilibrium given the �nal values of �

and �k. Such a change therefore also leaves equilibrium market shares (alternatively

Qk and sk) unchanged.

Returning to the proof that total surplus is increasing in �, we found that

@W

@�
= �

8<:X
k2N

qksk
1� sk + qksk

� (1� �)
 X
k2N

sk
1� sk + qksk

!2
=

 
s0 +

X
k

sk(1� sk)
1� sk + qksk

!9=;
where qk =

pk�rk
�
, where we already established that the term inside the curly-brackets

is positive. An increase in �, accompanied by a proportional change in �k � rk, leads
to a proportional change (in equilibrium) in pk � rk and no change to equilibrium
market shares. So the term within curly brackets does not change at all; and so @W

@�

is therefore increasing in �, as claimed.

(In fact, @W
@�
increases linearly in � �that is, a doubling of � (accompanied by a

doubling of �k � rk and a move to new equilibrium prices) exactly doubles the (ab-

solute) sensitivity of total surplus to � �just as it exactly doubles the total equilibrium

surplus itself. Therefore, in relative terms, total surplus remains equally sensitive to

� at various levels of �. However, it is more natural to think about the problem in

absolute (dollar) terms, rather than relative (percentage) ones.)
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8.2 Appendix II - Extensions to the Basic Model

A number of simplifying assumptions were made when formulating the basic model;

it may be helpful to consider the e¤ect of relaxing each of them.

Scarce Goods

We assumed above that each seller had a �su¢ cient�supply of goods, that is, that no

seller was in�uenced by the possibility of running out of his goods. Holding everything

else constant, a scarcity of one seller�s goods should lead him to raise his price, for

two reasons. First, there is less gain from pricing low, since he cannot bene�t from

a large demand for his good; and second, one would expect the scarcity to increase

the seller�s reservation value for unsold goods, since once the goods are sold, he has

nothing to o¤er at the next town.

(Recall that in the basic model, the seller perceived all buyers as a single buyer,

and was concerned only with his expected market share. With scarce goods, this

simpli�cation is no longer valid. For example, suppose there were 15 buyers who were

ex-ante identical and each interested in 1 unit, and that seller sj had priced in such

a way that he expected to sell to each buyer with probability Qj. Without scarcity,

the expected demand for his goods would be

15X
z=0

 
15

z

!
Qzj(1�Qj)15�zz = 15Qj

However, if the seller has only 3 units to sell, then his expected demand at the same

price would be
15X
z=0

 
15

z

!
Qzj(1�Qj)15�zminf3; zg

So for instance, if Qj = 0:20, that is, the seller expected to be able to sell to one-�fth

of the 15 buyers but was limited to selling 3 units, his expected sales would be only

2:4 units rather than 3. In addition to the expected demand being lower, the price-

elasticity would be lower (since the expected gain in volume due to a price cut would

be 0 whenever he was already at capacity), encouraging the seller to price higher.)

As it happens, the game as speci�ed is a supermodular game between all the

sellers, so an increase in one seller�s price would be met with price increases from the
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other sellers, with all the �feedback loops�reinforcing higher prices. Thus, if one or

more sellers had scarce goods, the stage-I game would still have a unique equilibrium,

with all of the sellers stating higher valuations. We expect the qualitative part of

Theorem 2, as well as Theorem 3 and Conjecture 1, would still hold: sellers would

still report closer to the truth as � increased, leading to higher welfare, with the e¤ect

being more signi�cant at higher �.

Uncertainty Among the Sellers

We assumed above that both the quality (�j) and reservation value (rj) of the various

sellers�goods was common knowledge among the sellers, and thus that rj was hidden

only from the broker and the sellers. If the di¤erent sellers�reservation values rj were

not known to each other, that is, each seller knew only knew the prior distributions of

the other sellers�reservation values, the game would be much like an auction among

the sellers, but with the probability of �winning�a continuous function of the sellers�

bids. We expect the main qualitative results to still hold, although the analysis would

be more di¢ cult. If the sellers were also uninformed about the quality of the other

sellers�goods �that is, both �j and rj were private information to each seller �then

the game would have �two-dimensional types,�and we are far less con�dent that the

results would go through.

Uncertainty on Both Sides

We assumed above that the broker was already aware of each buyer�s taste for each

type of good vi;j, and had only to ascertain each seller�s reservation value pj. This

assumption was made partly for historical reasons �the broker generally came from

the town, and was a local expert in that particular good �and also to simplify the

analysis. If the buyers�particular tastes were also private information, and needed

to be reported to the broker, then we would face a more typical two-sided matching

problem. We would expect each side to be �more truthful�when the broker�s choice

of a match (here represented by �) favored their side more: we would expect truth-

ful revelation among buyers expecting the buyer-optimal match, and among sellers

expecting the seller-optimal match, with each side �shading�their preferences more

as the expected outcome moved in the other direction. (Truthful revelation does not

always occur in two-sided matching models; however, the additional restrictions we
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have placed on preferences would likely lead to it being optimal.) With both sides

reporting preferences, the welfare e¤ect of � would be ambiguous, and might well de-

pend on which side there was more uncertainty about. (With two-sided uncertainty,

there might be cases where total welfare was highest at interior �, and other cases

where welfare was highest at either � = 0 or � = 1. Similar to the role of � in para-

meterizing the ex-ante distribution of buyer tastes, we would need a similar measure

to parameterize the ex-ante variation in sellers�reservation prices; the relative levels

of � and this parameter would likely determine where the optimal � lay.)

8.3 Appendix III: Tables and Figures
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Figure 1 – Towns with Brokerage Regulations 

Note: We also found brokerage regulations for Nowgorod, but we restricted the map to the core area under study 
in order to increase clarity. 
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Table 1 - Most Frequent Product Genres Identified 
 
product genre 

 
number of obs. 

 
number of towns 

 
% shares of towns 

wine/ beer 62 16 47,1 
grain 47 14 41,2 
fish 50 23 67,6 
cattle/ meat 32 10 29,4 
oil/ fat 48 17 50,0 
horses 54 15 44,1 
spices/ coloring/ similar 57 17 50,0 
fur/ skin/ leather 50 17 50,0 
raw textile 74 20 58,8 
cloth 72 19 55,9 
metal 51 16 47,1 
construction material 50 12 35,3 
finance 71 15 44,1 
property 39 13 38,2 
Notes: The product genre spices/ coloring/ similar also containts salt, honey, and sugar. 34 out of 42 towns depict product 
information. 100% is based on 34 towns.   
 
 
 
 
 

Table 2 - Single Brokerage Regulations 
 
single rules 

 
number of obs. 

 
number of towns 

 
% of towns 

unit_fees 352 26 59,5 
value_fees 191 24 56,1 
private_business_constraint 406 30 71,4 
forced_brokerage  53  9 21,4 
only_brokers 561 32 78,0 
promote_facilitate_trade 152 11 26,2 
reduce_damage_create_order  108 13 31,0 
utility_citizens 167 11 26,2 
utility_town 135 11 26,2 
equal_treatment 197 22 52,4 
Notes: The total number of regulations found is 1106, the total number of towns 42. 100% is based on all 42 towns. Due to 
the fragmentary quality of the sources percentage ranges above 50% can be interpreted as very high outcomes.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

Table 3 - Combinations of Brokerage Regulations Identified 
 
combinations of rules 

 
number of obs. 

 
% of all obs. 

 
number of towns 

matchmaking_unit fees 208 44,3 17 
matchmaking_value_fees 109 23,2 16 
matchmaking_without_pb_const 89 18,9 13 
forced_matchmaking 35 7,4  3 
matchmaking_without_fixed_fees 20 4,3 10 
matchmaking_without_licensing 
 

 9 1,9  8 

total number of combinations 470 100% - 
Notes: The total number of observations is 1106, 452 depict combinations of rules based on the 4 in the text characterized 
rules. Thus the total number of combinations of rules is 452 which equals 100%.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 4 –  Product Characteristics of the Two Matchmaking Designs 
 
characteristics 

 
matchmaking_with_unit_fees 

 
Matchmaking_with_value_fees 

 
wine_beer 

 
22 

 
 1 

grain 18  2 
fish 12  1 
cattle_meat  7  1 
oil_fat 12  1 
horses  0 19 
spices_similar 19  8 
fur_skin_leather 14 10 
raw_textile 24 20 
cloth 18 20 
metal 18  5 
construction_material 22  1 
finance  3 10 
property  0  8 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



-Table -5- 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5 ) (6) 
variables matchmaking  matchmaking 

units vs 
values 

matchmaking 
with units 

matchmaking 
with values 

private 
business 
constraint 

unit vs value 
fees 

wine_beer 0.153* 0.117*** 0.213** -0.014 0.169* 0.285*** 
 (0.082) (0.044) (0.108) (0.009) (0.098) (0.040) 
grain 0.064 0.108*** 0.092 -0.015 0.263*** 0.248*** 
 (0.075) (0.033) (0.065) (0.009) (0.074) (0.047) 
fish 0.060 0.102*** 0.136 -0.017 0.073 0.291*** 
 (0.060) (0.038) (0.089) (0.010) (0.079) (0.045) 
cattle_meat 0.076 0.072** 0.082 -0.005 0.086 0.219*** 
 (0.079) (0.036) (0.068) (0.018) (0.143) (0.072) 
oil_fat 0.020 0.115*** 0.034 -0.017 0.002 0.323*** 
 (0.046) (0.039) (0.034) (0.010) (0.087) (0.041) 
spices_similar 0.096** 0.038 0.030 0.006 0.255*** 0.098 
 (0.046) (0.056) (0.034) (0.018) (0.084) (0.085) 
horses 0.158 - - 0.199* 0.151 - 
 (0.136) - - (0.103) (0.125) - 
cloth 0.117 -0.928*** 0.057 0.122* 0.283** -0.368 
 (0.083) (0.062) (0.036) (0.064) (0.114) (0.231) 
raw_textile 0.230* -0.244 0.133 0.055* 0.222** -0.368 
 (0.123) (0.529) (0.090) (0.030) (0.112) (0.231) 
fur_skin_leather 0.190*** 0.030 0.020 0.011 0.139** 0.112 
 (0.065) (0.105) (0.078) (0.019) (0.062) (0.113) 
metal 0.018 0.066 0.069 -0.006 0.000 0.120 
 (0.055) (0.045) (0.055) (0.009) (0.096) (0.081) 
construction 0.084 0.160 0.133** -0.018 0.189** 0.244*** 
 (0.095) (0.054) (0.064) (0.011) (0.069) (0.068) 
finance 0.194 -0.877*** -0.028 0.038* 0.187 -0.520*** 
 (0.118) (0.103) (0.038) (0.021) (0.120) (0.243) 
property -0.037 - - 0.032 -0.062 -0.497*** 
 (0.051) - - (0.021) (0.069) (0.160) 
fair 0.429*** 0.105 0.125 0.032 0.443** 0.007 
 (0.124) (0.100) (0.068) (0.030) (0.150) (0.93) 
utility_ citiziens 0.477*** 0.433** 0.183 0.056 0.482*** 0.046 
 (0.158) (0.173) (0.126) (0.061) (0.121) (0.146) 
utility_town 0.072 -0.785*** 0.053 0.020 0.133 -0.247* 
 (0.157) (0.150) (0.063) (0.030) (0.226) (0.146) 
promote_trade 0.695*** 0.999*** 0.576*** 0.060 0.507** 0.381*** 
 (0.193) (0.000) (0.181) (0.055) (0.196) (0.062) 
create_order 0.012 0.455** 0.027 0.006 -0.023 0.203** 
 (0.173) (0.210) (0.067) (0.028) (0.154) (0.086) 
period -0.002*** -0.005** -0.001*** -0.0001 -0.003*** -0.002** 
 (0.001) (0.002) (0.0003) (0.0001) (0.001) (0.001) 
time 0.001** 0.004** 0.0001*** 0.000 0.001* 0.002* 
 (0.001) (0.002) (0.0004) (0.000) (0.001) (0.001) 
time_perw -0.016 -0.169*** -0.042** 0.008 0.051 -0.233 
 (0.035) (0.054) (0.019) (0.006) (0.066) (0.151) 
logdist_north -0.294*** 1.870*** -0.093* -0.054 -0.505*** 0.322* 
 (0.113) (0.674) (0.051) (0.029) (0.126) (0.174) 
logdist_west 0.012 0.300** 0.004 0.0002 -0.096*** -0.023 
 0.009) (0.122) (0.004) (0.001) (0.012) (0.020) 
logdist_nl -0.011 0.345** -0.009 0.002 0.019 0.006 
 (0.012) (0.143) (0.006) (0.002) (0.019) (0.018) 
logdist_sea 0.062** -0.345*** 0.005 0.013* 0.104*** -0.83** 
 (0.026) (0.143) (0.012) (0.007) (0.030) (0.037) 
logdist_nextc -0.061** 0.063 0.007 -0.008 -0.071* 0.058* 
 (0.025) (0.047) (0.008) (0.007) (0.042) (0.035) 
logpop -0.053 0.153 -0.043 -0.003 -0.030 -0.187** 
 (0.057) (0.095) (0.029) (0.007) (0.059) (0.086) 
log pseudo-  likelihood -283.49 -52.14 -198.60 -174.70 -403.76 -178.61 
number of obs. 1059 228 974 1059 1062 438 
Wald Chi2 879.28 - 258757.69 158354.62 8917.04 - 
prob> Chi2 0 - 0 0 0 - 
pseudo R2 0.54 0.65 0.59 0.49 0.42 0.38 
Notes:* significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%; robust standard errors in brackets.  
 



 
Table 6 – Predictions and Outcomes                                                                            

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
 matchmaking design 

 
buyer- or seller- friendly design 

variables prediction empirical findings prediction empirical findings 
 
wine_beer 

 
implementation yes 

 
confirm 

 
buyer-friendlier 

 
confirm 

     
grain yes weakly confirm buyer-friendlier confirm 
     
fish yes reject buyer-friendlier confirm 
     
cattle_meat yes reject buyer-friendlier confirm 
     
oil_fat yes reject buyer-friendlier confirm 
     
spices_similar yes confirm seller-friendly - 
     
horses  no confirm seller-friendly confirm 
     
cloth yes confirm seller-friendly confirm 
     
raw_textile yes confirm buyer/ seller friendly  confirm 
     
fur_skin_leather yes weakly confirm seller-friendly - 
     
metal no confirm buyer-friendlier confirm 
     
construction no weakly confirm buyer-friendlier confirm 
     
property no confirm seller-friendlier confirm 
     
finance yes reject seller-friendlier confirm 
     
equal_treatment yes confirm buyer-friendlier weakly confirm 
     
utility_citizens yes confirm buyer-friendlier confirm 
     
utility_town yes reject seller-friendly confirm 
     
promote_trade yes confirm no predictions buyer-friendlier 
     
create_order yes reject no predictions buyer-friendlier 
     
period earlier more likely confirm earlier buyer-friendlier confirm 
     
time learning effects yes confirm no predictions stronger learning 

effects in the buyer-
friendlier design 

time_perw learning effects over 
time yes 

weakly confirm no predictions stronger learning 
effects  in the buyer-
friendlier design 

logpop no predictions - no predictions - 
     
logdist_west implementation closer 

to the west 
reject seller-friendly closer to 

the west 
confirm 

logdist_north implementation closer 
to the north 

confirm seller-friendly closer to 
the north 

confirm 

logdist_nl implementation closer 
to the NL 

reject seller-friendly closer to 
the NL 

confirm 

logdist_sea implementation closer 
to the sea 

reject no predictions buyer-friendlier 
closer to the sea 

logdist_nextc yes confirm seller-friendly design 
more likely the closer to 
the next city 

- 
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